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Introduction

Overview

The REST PowerPack lets you create your own PowerPack to monitor any technology that has a REST API endpoint
that responds in JSON and uses a supported authentication method. This manual describes how to use the
REST PowerPack to create new PowerPacks that leverage ScienceLogic's generic REST library.

When you create your own REST API PowerPack, the collected data lets you use the SL1 platform to monitor,
visualize, and forecast information.

The following sections provide an overview of the REST PowerPack:

Using This Manual 6

Prerequisites 6

What is Included in the REST PowerPack? 7

Installing the REST PowerPack 7



Using This Manual

This manual is intended to provide comprehensive information about building your own PowerPack for REST API-
based technologies using examples included in the REST PowerPack to monitor your SL1 system. If this is your first
time building a PowerPack, you should read through all the material to become familiar with the workflow and the
procedures you will use to complete a REST PowerPack.

If you are an advanced user, you can go directly toWorkflow for Building a REST PowerPack to see the overall
steps to build your own PowerPack, along with links to reference information.

Prerequisites

The intended audience for this manual includes users who are familiar with the following technologies:

l ScienceLogic SL1. You should have a good understanding of the overall concepts and operations in the SL1
platform, including elements of Dynamic Application development that are common to all Dynamic
Application types. You should be familiar with the common elements and concepts of Dynamic Applications
before reading this manual. For more information, see the "Dynamic Application Development" chapter in
the Content Development and System Integration guide.

l ScienceLogic REST API. You should be familiar with using the ScienceLogic API. For more information, see
the "Using the ScienceLogic API" chapter in the Content Development and System Integration guide.

l Postman. A tool such as Postman must be available when a browser cannot be used to access the API.
Additionally, Postman will format the responses in JSON. Browsers format the response in XML. Before
attempting to build with the REST API, a tool such as Postman must be used to validate the authentication
scheme. Once this is completed, it is possible to compare this authentication scheme with the schemes
defined in the Authentication section.

NOTE: Most problems with the REST API occur due to the many different ways authentication has been
implemented with REST API.

l Dynamic Component Mapping. Dynamic Component Mapping allows the SL1 platform to collect data
from a single management system, such as a VMware ESX server, and then use that data to create multiple
device records for the entities managed by that system. For more information, see the "Dynamic Component
Mapping" chapter in the Content Development and System Integration guide.

l Python. Snippet code in the REST PowerPack is written using the Python programming language. For the
most common use cases, a in-depth knowledge of Python is unnecessary. For advanced snippet
development, you must be familiar with the syntax, programming techniques, and data structures of the
Python language before developing Snippet Dynamic Applications. For more information, see the "Snippet
Dynamic Application Development" chapter in the Content Development and System Integration guide.

l JSONPath. JSONPath lets you select a particular object within a JSON data structure. You should be
familiar with how to use and validate your JSONPath. The following website is built to validate JSONPath for
use with SL1: http://jsonpathng.herokuapp.com.

http://jsonpathng.herokuapp.com/


What is Included in the REST PowerPack?

The REST PowerPack provides example Snippet Dynamic Applications that enable SL1 to collect configuration and
performance data from REST APIs.

The PowerPack and the examples in this manual use the ScienceLogic API to demonstrate the core functionality
that the ScienceLogic REST library provides. The ScienceLogic REST API provides many endpoints that you can use
to build your own Dynamic Applications. You can create and test your Dynamic Applications using a single SL1
system with a setup that does not require you to monitor any external devices.

The REST PowerPack includes:

l Two types of Dynamic Applications:

o Dynamic Applications that you can use as examples for building your own configuration and
performance Snippet Dynamic Applications for REST APIs

o Dynamic Applications that let you discover and monitor a SL1 system on which you can create and
experiment with the Snippet Dynamic Applications that you build

l Example Event Policies for generating and clearing events

l Example Credentials for connecting to a SL1 system

Installing the REST PowerPack

Before completing the steps in this manual, you must import and install the latest version of the REST PowerPack.

TIP: By default, installing a new version of a PowerPack overwrites all content from a previous version of that
PowerPack that has already been installed on the target system. You can use the Enable Selective
PowerPack Field Protection setting in the Behavior Settings page (System > Settings > Behavior) to
prevent new PowerPacks from overwriting local changes for some commonly customized fields. (For
more information, see the System Administration manual.)

To download and install a PowerPack:

1. Download the PowerPack from the ScienceLogic Customer Portal.

2. Go to the PowerPack Manager page (System >Manage > PowerPacks).

3. In the PowerPack Manager page, click the [Actions] button, then select Import PowerPack.

https://portal.sciencelogic.com/portal/powerpacks


4. The Import PowerPack dialog box appears:

5. Click the [Browse] button and navigate to the PowerPack file.

6. When the PowerPack Installermodal appears, click the [Install] button to install the PowerPack.

NOTE: If you exit the PowerPack Installermodal without installing the imported PowerPack, the imported
PowerPack will not appear in the PowerPack Manager page. However, the imported PowerPack
will appear in the Imported PowerPacks modal. This page appears when you click the [Actions]
menu and select Install PowerPack.
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Getting Started

Overview

The REST PowerPack provides a template by which you can develop your own PowerPacks to interact with any
REST API. With the PowerPack, you can:

l Monitor any application through REST APIs

l Monitor custom solutions

The following sections describe how to use the examples contained in this PowerPack to design and build your own
PowerPack:

Preparing to Build a REST API PowerPack 9

Determine the Authentication Method to Use 10

Gather API Information 11

Determine How to Model Your Technology 11

Choose a Discovery Method 11

Workflow for Building a REST PowerPack 12

Pre-Configuration Checklist 14

Preparing to Build a REST API PowerPack

Before you get started building a PowerPack, you should spend some time gathering information, making
determinations based on your use case, and designing how you want your PowerPack to work. Consider the
suggestions in the sections below to better prepare before you build your PowerPack.



Determine the Authent icat ion Method to Use

The REST PowerPack supports several methods of authentication, listed below and covered in more detail in
Authentication. It is important to understand the authentication method expected by the REST API to which you
plan to connect with your PowerPack.

l Basic Authentication.With this method, you will need a username and password combination for the
REST API. With Basic authentication, you can connect to and view the output of API endpoints from any
browser. In addition to basic authentication, you can pass the username and password as part of the request
as follows:

o User-defined headers (specified in the credential)

o Query parameters (specified in the credential)

o As part of the payload (requires a snippet modification)

TIP: If you are challenged for a username and password when you access an API endpoint, that
is basic authentication. You can use the developer tools in your browser to examine the
authentication headers required by your API. For example, username:password is the
header for basic authentication.

l API Key. An API key is a string that is user-generated from the system to be monitored and is relatively long-
lived. The API key can be sent in the following ways: 

o In the Authorization header (Basic Authentication)

o In the payload body data (requires a snippet change)

o In a custom header (defined in the credential)

o In a query string (defined in the credential)

o Cookie

l Bearer Authentication. This authentication method, also called token authentication, leverages a security
token called a bearer token. The bearer token is typically retrieved from the system with a login request. The
bearer token has a relatively short life and may need to be refreshed periodically. This method is part of
OAuth 2.0, but it is often used without OAuth.

NOTE: The token can only be sent using the standards-based Authorization header.

l Cookie Authentication. Similar to Bearer Authentication. With Cookie Authentication, a cookie header is
used to transport the token.

l OAuth.OAuth 2.0 is a more complex authentication method in which you must obtain a token to access a
specific resource. The token is typically short-lived and must be refreshed periodically. This mechanism
requires a snippet to retrieve the token.



Gather API Information

Gather as much information as possible on the target REST API for the technology you want to monitor. Study the
responses to the API calls you plan to use. Become familiar with the values you will need to capture and where they
are located within the JSON payload. Use the following questions as a guide for deciding the best way to model
your collection. You will use the answers to these questions as you build your REST-based PowerPack.

l What do you want to monitor?

l What endpoint do you want to access?

l What kind of high-value data can you collect?

l What is the URI for the API? For the endpoints?

l What kind of authentication is required for the API?

l What should your model include, and how should it look?

l What types of devices will you collect from?

NOTE: You want to gather the maximum amount information in a single API call, while avoiding the
collection of unnecessary data. ScienceLogic generates the API call once, caches everything in the
response, and pulls information from the cache when requested. Dynamic Applications use cached
data. In this way, fewer API calls are made, thus reducing system load.

NOTE: An API response in a browser is formatted as XML. You will need to use a software application such as
Postman to correctly format the response as JSON. For an example of the kinds of information you
can gather using the SL1 API, see Example: Browsing the SL1 REST API.

Determine How to Model Your Technology

Before you can begin to discover your technology, it is important to understand how it is structured, which affects
how you want to model it in SL1. What should your model include, and how should it look?

Using Dynamic Component Mapping to collect data from a management platform, such as VMware ESX server,
SL1 creates multiple device records for the entities managed by the management platform. For example, the
managed entities for a VMware ESX Server would be the Guest VMs hosted by the ESX server.

SL1 uses Dynamic Applications to retrieve data from the management platform and discover each entity managed
by that platform. Using the retrieved data, SL1 creates a device for each managed entity. In some cases, you may
want the managed entities to be nested using Dynamic Component Mapping.

For more information, seeModeling.

Choose a Discovery Method

Once you know something about your target API, how you need to authenticate, and how you want to model the
technology, you can plan how you will discover the technology. SL1 provides several discovery methods:



l REST Discovery Initiation Dashboard. (Recommended for authentication types that do not require
snippets.)

l Manual Discovery. Used primarily with versions of the REST PowerPack prior to version 105. This method is
appropriate for authentication types that require snippets.

l Hybrid Approach. This mechanism can be used when a device supports SNMP. In this case, the discovery
of the physical device is done using the standard SL1 discovery process. If the device also supports REST, then
you can create discovery snippets that will leverage SL1 Dynamic Application alignment of the
REST applications to the device.

For more information, see the Discovery chapter.

Workflow for Building a REST PowerPack

The following steps represent the general workflow for building a PowerPack for a REST API. In each section,
examples that monitor an SL1 system are included. A pre-configuration checklist is available in the next section.

Procedure/Step Description References

1. Determine
the
authentication
method to use.

Does your REST API use:

l Basic (username/ password)

l API key

l Bearer Authentication

l Cookies

l OAuth 2.0

l Determine the
Authentication
Method to Use

l Authentication

2. Determine
the API calls you
want to make.

Become familiar with the types of information you can gather from your
REST API and how you will collect the information in as few API calls as
possible.

l Gather API
Information

l Determine
How to Model
Your
Technology

l Modeling

3. Create
device classes.

For your root device and any device components you want to discover
as part of the Device Component Mapping (DCM) tree, you will create
device classes for each. For each type of device, you might want to
create device-specific icons to allow for customization.

l Creating the
Root Device
Class

l Creating a
Device Class of
Type
"Component"

l Creating a
Device Icon

4. Create the
root device.

You will create a virtual root device using the device class you created to
your new device.

Creating the Root
Device



Procedure/Step Description References

5. Create and
align a Dynamic
Application to
discover your
root system.

In this step, you will

1. Create a discovery snippet.

2. Use the snippet in a Dynamic Application that will discover your
root device.

3. Define an execution environment.

4. Define the libraries that your new PowerPack will use.

5. Align the new discovery Dynamic Application with the root device
you created.

l Choose a
Discovery
Method

l Discovery
Methods

l Creating the
Discovery
Dynamic
Application

6. Create and
align a Dynamic
Application to
discover your
component
devices.

Next you will create a Dynamic Application that will discover your
component devices. This step is similar to step 5.

Creating the
Component
Discovery
Application

7. Add
component tiers
to your model.

In this step, you will create additional component tiers to model such
elements as a compute node cluster with all compute nodes in the
cluster as child components.

Adding Component
Tiers

8. Create
configuration
Dynamic
Applications.

Add configuration and performance Dynamic Applications to complete
your PowerPack.

Create alerts that will be triggered by events in your environment.

See the "Dynamic
Application
Development" section
of the Content
Development and
System Integration
manual in the online
help.

9. Create alert
formulas.

10. Create
performance
Dynamic
Applications.

11. Build and
export your
PowerPack.

The final step is to assemble all of your Dynamic Applications into a
PowerPack that you can then export and share with others.

Building the New
PowerPack

More information is
available in the
PowerPacksmanual,
available in the online
help.



Pre-Configuration Checklist

You can use the following checklist to ensure that you have enough information to begin configuring and building
your REST API PowerPack.

Complete? Item Notes

c Authentication (choose the one your REST API
requires):

l Basic (username/ password)

l API key

l Bearer Authentication

l Cookies

l OAuth 2.0

Authentication method:

c What is the URI for REST API you will monitor? IP address:

c If you will use custom device icons for your device
classes, enter the filepath and names of the icons.
You will import these icons into SL1.

Filepath / File Names

c What API calls do you want to make? Choose
API calls that gather the maximum information in a
single call to reduce system load.

List API calls here:

c What is the IP address of your root device? URL:

c Using your understanding of the technology you
want to model, determine the following:

l Device Types

l Component Types

l Layers/Tiers

l IP addresses

Enter your responses here or attach
notes/drawings to the checklist to help guide
you through development of the PowerPack.

c What kind of alerts do you want Dynamic
Applications in this PowerPack to generate?

Enter alert types here.
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Authentication and Authorization

Overview

This chapter provides an overview of authentication and authorization. Details about configuring your
authentication method in your PowerPack is also included in this chapter.

In the Getting Started chapter, we asked the question, "What kind of authentication is required for the API?" The
answer to that question will guide how you configure authentication in your PowerPack.

What are Authentication and Authorization? 15

Authentication 16

Basic Authentication (Username/Password) 16

API Key Authentication 17

Header 17

Query Parameters 18

Bearer Authentication 19

Example: Cisco: ACI Multi-Site Manager 19

Cookie Authentication 22

OAuth 2.0 Authentication 23

Authorization Code Grant 24

Creating a Credential 26

What are Authentication and Authorization?

Although authentication and authorization work in combination, there are differences in meaning and purpose:



l Authentication means proving who you are (for example, with a username/password combination) and
includes all of the methods described in the Authentication section below.

l Authorization means proving your right to access a given resource. For example, you might have a
username/password combination that allows you to log on to a resource, but you may not have
administrative or API privileges. Authorization is outside the scope of this document. Regardless of the
authentication method you choose, once authenticated, full read access to all resources is required. The
account used by SL1 must be authorized to have read access to the various endpoints used in building the
PowerPack.

Authentication

This section provides specific information about configuring authentication to use for interacting with the target
REST API.

NOTE: Regardless of which type of authentication is required by your target REST API, you will need to
configure a SOAP/XML credential with the necessary parameters. See Creating a SOAP/XML
Credential for instructions.

One of the more complex parts of building REST PowerPacks is implementing authentication, because many
vendors have implemented their own authentication methods that do not follow a clear standard.

Before any development can begin, successful API access is required. You can validate this through a web browser
(when basic authentication is leveraged) or with a tool such as Postman. Postman provides great flexibility to set up
the authentication mechanism, which you must do before you begin developing your PowerPack. Once your
API endpoint can be successfully retrieved through Postman, then you can use this section of the document to
determine if the REST PowerPack can support that specific form of authentication, and if so, how to do that.

Basic Authent icat ion (Username/Password)

With this method, you will need a username and password combination for the REST API. This is the simplest form
of authentication.

You can determine if basic authentication is supported by hitting the endpoint with a web browser. If you are
prompted for username and password, then basic authentication is supported. With basic authentication, you can
connect to and view the output of API endpoints from any browser. Basic authentication is simpler but not as secure
as other methods.

SL1 supports basic authentication, so you can use any browser as follows:

<SL1_hostname_or_IP>/api

When you navigate to the endpoint, you are prompted for your username and password. After entering your
credentials, you will see the API response.



NOTE: If your browser is already signed into SL1, the results will be displayed immediately. Otherwise, you
will need to enter your username and password in the dialog box.

To use this type of authentication, simply put the username and password in the HTTP Auth User field and
HTTP Auth Password field in the SOAP credential, as shown below.

API Key Authent icat ion

An API key is a token that a client provides when making API calls. These API keys are a shared secret between the
client and server. Like basic authentication, API key-based authentication is only considered secure when used
together with other security mechanisms, such as HTTPS or SSL.

With API key authentication, you send a key-value pair to the API either in the request headers or query
parameters.

Header

SL1 supports API key requests by headers. You must use the HTTP header fields in the SOAP credential to make
the requests. In the example below, the SOAP credential shows two headers:

1. x-app-id:abcdef123. This indicates that the header x-app-id is to be inserted into all requests to the API,
and the value for the header is abcdef123. This represents the ID of the user accessing the API.



2. x-app-key:1a2b3c4d5e6f. This indicates that the header x-app-key is to be inserted into all requests to
the API, and the value is 1a2b3c4d5e6f. This represents the actual API key to be used when accessing the
API.

The example below is for Nutanix using API keys. When leveraging this mechanism, you can specify any header.
This is determined by the technology that is being monitored.

Query Parameters

SL1 can also leverage query parameters to pass the ID and API keys to the API endpoint. This case also uses a
SOAP header, but the parameters are embedded as part of the URL.

For example:

GET /api.openweathermap.org/data/2.5/forecast?id=524901&APPID=1111111111

Authentication using query parameters lets you use any browser to access the API and view the results. If the above
ID and APPID keys were valid, you could paste the URL into a browser to view the API result.

The following example uses query parameters to request data from the OpenWeather API.



Bearer Authent icat ion

Bearer authentication, also called token authentication, is an HTTP authentication scheme that uses security tokens
called bearer tokens. The bearer token is a cryptic string, usually generated by the server in response to a login
request. The following shows the format of the authorization header:

Authorization:Bearer <token>

The bearer authentication scheme was originally created as part of OAuth 2.0 in RFC6750, but it is sometimes
used alone. Similar to basic authentication, bearer authentication should only be used over HTTPS or SSL.

Bearer authentication adds another layer of complexity to authentication in that first a login attempt has to occur to
retrieve a token, and then API requests can be made using only that token. A token expires and must be refreshed.
When using bearer authentication, you must define two key parts:

l Obtaining and refreshing the token

l Inserting the token in any subsequent API request

The following section describes how bearer authentication can be leveraged using the Cisco: ACI Multi-Site
Manager PowerPack as an example.

Example: Cisco: ACI Mul t i -Si te Manager

The Cisco: ACI Multi-Site Manager PowerPack is an example in which basic username/password authentication is
used to retrieve the token. In this case, however, the username and password are passed to the API endpoint in the
body of the text rather than in the headers. Two parts support authentication in the PowerPack:

https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc6750


l Login Dynamic Application. This is the Dynamic Application that will fetch the token.

l Credential. The SOAP credential is required to indicate to the SL1 backend that the bearer authentication
method is used.

Login Dynamic Application

You will first create a Dynamic Application to obtain the token. This is a configuration Dynamic Application that has
a single collection object, called "token", shown below:

In the example above, the snippet argument is the most important part of the collection object. Each section of the
following example string is explained below.

rest://api/v1/auth/login&silo_token=Authorization&silo_
args=jpath=token,method=POST

l rest:// Indicates that this collection object uses the REST PowerPack and must be included in all collection
objects.

l api/v1/auth/login is the login endpoint supplied by the Cisco ACI Multi-Site Manager API:
api/v1/auth/login. For more information, see "Using Open API for Authentication" in the Cisco ACI
Multi-Site REST API Configuration Guide.

l &silo_token=Authorization. Indicates that token-based authentication is to be used. It tells the SL1
backend that the token retrieved from this API call is to be stored and made available for other Dynamic
Applications. For more information, see %silo_token in HTTP Headers.

https://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/td/docs/switches/datacenter/aci/aci_multi-site/sw/2x/rest-api/Cisco-ACI-Multi-Site-REST-API-Configuration-Guide-221/Cisco-ACI-Multi-Site-REST-API-Configuration-Guide-221_chapter_010.html
https://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/td/docs/switches/datacenter/aci/aci_multi-site/sw/2x/rest-api/Cisco-ACI-Multi-Site-REST-API-Configuration-Guide-221/Cisco-ACI-Multi-Site-REST-API-Configuration-Guide-221_chapter_010.html


l &silo_args=jpath. Indicates to the SL1 backend to use jpath to find the token in the response.

l method=POST. Indicates to the SL1 backend to use the POST method and to include the http_body, which
is defined in the snippet, as shown below:

CACHE TTL = int(900)
http_body = '{"username": "%s", "password": "%s"}'%(self.cred_details['cred_
user'],self.cred_details['cred_pwd']) # Body to be sent along with POST request

NOTE: The second HTTP header indicates that Bearer Token authentication will be used and is to be
included in the Authorization:Bearer header:

The highlighted lines in the image above are what you need to add to the generic snippet code. In this case, the
CACHE_TTL parameter tells SL1 that tokens are valid for 900 seconds. The http_body is where you specify the
username and password. These parameters are taken from the SOAP/XML credential that you will create in the
next section.

WARNING: It is crucial that the collection time of this Dynamic Application is less than the token expiry time,
as this will ensure that all of the collection Dynamic Applications have a valid token. That is, every
time this Dynamic Application runs, it will request a new token. Dynamic Applications will fail if
the token is allowed to expire.

Credential

The following figure shows an example SOAP/XML credential that is being used for bearer authentication in the
Cisco: ACI Multi-Site Manager PowerPack.



When bearer authentication is used, the following header is required in your credential, as shown in the example
above.

%silo_token=Authorization:Bearer

When the %silo_token is present in the credential, it communicates the following to the SL1 backend:

1. Use the token that was previously created by the login Dynamic Application instead of the username and
password in the credential.

2. Put the token in the Authorization header, along with prepending "Bearer" to the token.

Cookie Authent icat ion

Cookie authentication uses HTTP cookies to authenticate client requests and maintain session information. With
Cookie Authentication, a cookie header is used in the credential to request access. Cookie authentication is
similar to the Bearer Authentication method described in the previous section, except that instead of using a bearer
token header, the cookie header is used. First SL1 logs into the host device, targeting the equivalent of the Login
endpoint, but in this case, the response contains a cookie.

In this example, we will use the Silver Peak PowerPack. The following image shows the credential used to monitor
Silver Peak. The items of interest in this credential are the HTTP headers.



The HTTP headers are used in the following way:

l cookie_auth. The first header specifies that cookie authentication is to be used to retrieve the cookie from
the gms/rest/authentication/login endpoint. In this case, the username and password are sent as part
of the payload, which SL1 does automatically.

l content-type:application/json. This header is included in all requests and indicates that JSON is the
expected response format.

l cookie_logout. The third header is optional. It can be used to invoke a logout URL. In this case, the Silver
Peak logout URL is gms/rest/authentication/logout. The logout occurs 5 minutes before the cookie
expires.

l cookie_expiration. The fourth header is the cookie_expiration header, with the value specified in minutes.
This header must match the expiration defined by the host being monitored. If the system being monitored
expires its cookies every 60 minutes, then this header must be set to 60. The cookie is refreshed based on
this setting. The cookie refresh will occur 5 minutes before the expiration of the cookie. In the example, the
expiration time is set to 30 minutes, so SL1 refreshes the cookie every 25 minutes.

OAuth 2.0 Authent icat ion

OAuth 2.0 is the industry standard protocol for authorization. OAuth 2.0 addresses several limitations of the
traditional client-server authentication model by introducing an authorization layer that separates the role of the
client from that of the resource owner. With OAuth 2.0, an additional step, called the authorization grant, is
required in the authentication process. Four types of authorization grants are defined in the OAuth 2.0
specification:



l Authorization Code (Web application flow)

l Implicit (Mobile application flow)

l Resource Owner Password Credentials (Legacy application flow)

l Client Credentials (Backend application flow)

Authoriza tion Code Grant

SL1 supports the Aruba Central API with OAuth 2.0 and uses the SOAP credential to define all required
parameters. Furthermore, this implementation calls to refresh the token automatically 15 minutes before
expiration time.

l base_url=cred_details['curl_url'] Required. Specifies the URL of the API provider.

l username=cred_details['cred_user'] Required. Specifies the username or email address.

l password=cred_details['cred_pwd'] Required. Specifies the password.

l customer_id=cred_details['curl_request_sub_1'] Required. Specifies the customer ID registered
with the API provider.

l client_id=cred_details['curl_request_sub_2'] Required. Specifies the ID for your client application
that is registered with the API provider.

l client_secret=cred_details['curl_request_sub_3'] Required. Specifies the client secret given to you
by the API provider.

l auth_code= This is the authorization code and is generated internally. Optionally, you can fill it in with cred_
details['curl_request_sub_



HTTP headers from SOAP credentials should be as follows:

l %oauth2=Authorization:Bearer. Required. This is a required header.

l Content-Type:application/json. Required. Specifies the format for the response.

l login_url. Specifies the URL or API endpoint for login.

l auth_url. Required. Specifies the endpoint for the API provider's authorization server from which to retrieve
the authorization code. Syntax: https://<api>/oauth/authorize

l token_url. Required. Specifies the authentication server where the authorization code is exchanged for an
access token. Syntax: https://<api>/oauth/token

l grant_type=authorization_code. Required. Specifies the grant type used.

l rest_api=aruba. Required. Specifies the API for requests.

l api_url. Optional. Used for multi-token requests.

Here is an example of how the credential for the Aruba Central PowerPack is configured:

WARNING: It may be necessary to write custom code into the silo_core_rest library to fetch a specific
OAuth authorization. Currently, this is supported for the Aruba Central PowerPack.



Creating a Credential

You must create a credential that you will use with your PowerPack. You can use the "REST API Example"
credential, included with the REST PowerPack, as a starting point. For the purposes of this manual, you will create
a PowerPack that monitors your SL1 system. If you are ready to create a different REST PowerPack, you may modify
the credential as needed. If you need more information about credentials, see "Discovery and Credentials" in the
Monitoring Tools section of the online help.

To create a credential using the example credential:

1. Open the Credential Management page (System >Manage > Credentials).

2. Search for "REST API Example" and click the wrench icon ( ) to edit the credential.

3. Rename to "SL1 Monitoring" for the purpose of this example. We will refer to this credential later in the
workflow.

4. Replace the URL with the IP or URL of your SL1 system.

5. Enter the username and password for your SL1 system.

6. Click [Save As].

If you want to create a credential that can be used with multiple endpoints, see Configuring Multiple Endpoints
with a Single Credential in the Appendix.
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Modeling

Overview

This chapter provides an overview of modeling, using SL1 as an example. In the Getting Started chapter, we
asked the question, "What should your model include, and how should it look?" Using the information in this
chapter, you can begin to model your technology.

Understanding Modeling 27

Distributed Architecture SL1Model 28

Extended Architecture SL1Model 28

Example: Browsing Appliances in the SL1 REST API 29

Understanding Modeling

Before you can discover your technology, you need to understand how you want to model that technology and what
you want your model to look like. SL1 supports the concept ofDynamic Component Mapping, which you should
be familiar with prior to building your PowerPack.

Dynamic Component Mapping is used to build PowerPacks when you want to monitor a technology that has
individual components (dependencies or child devices) from which you can collect data and alerts separately.
These components may be physical or logical. For example, SL1 is a complex application that comprises many
physical components (such as Collectors) and logical components (such as Collector Groups).

It is important to understand the technology you want to model, to design the model before building the
PowerPack, and to understand how the model relates to the API calls needed to collect data.

You will also need to be familiar with the API for which you are building the PowerPack. Some technologies
provide an API explorer, which helps you understand the API and the responses you can expect.



Distributed Architecture SL1 Model

The model shown below is an SL1 model using distributed architecture. This represents a rather simple system
model, with a Database Server and Data Collector. The Data Collector performs data and message collection,
including collection from the SL1 Agent, if installed.

Extended Architecture SL1 Model

In the extended architecture model for SL1, you will see the same nodes that are in the distributed model, plus
additional nodes that provide scale and more functionality. This is the model we will use for our example. Note that
this model includes a Storage Node cluster and a Compute Node cluster, a management node, and a load
balancer. All of these nodes will appear with a different appliance type in our REST API.

NOTE: When modeling your own technology, you can create device classes for each type of node you want
to model, which we will discuss in the next chapter.



Example: Browsing Appliances in the SL1 REST API

As we work through our example, we will be answering these questions:

l What endpoint do we want to access?

l What kind of high-value data can we collect?

l What is the URI for the API? For the endpoints?

In this example, we will determine the types of information we can get from the API endpoints on an SL1 system
with extended architecture. This example uses Postman to send a request to the REST API on our SL1 system.

TIP: You must add your authentication type and credentials in the "Authorization" tab in the Postman
GET request, if authentication is enabled on the system. For example, enter the username and password
combination for your SL1 system before attempting to send a request.



1. Enter the URI of the SL1 REST API, which is the IP address of the SL1 system along with /api. In this example,
we entered 10.10.10.10/api. A partial output from this request to our system is shown below.

{
"URI": "/api/account",
"description": "Get/Update/Add/Delete User Accounts"

},
{

"URI": "/api/account_policy",
"description": "Get/Update/Add/Delete User Policies"

},
{

"URI": "/api/alert",
"description": "Add Alerts"

},
{

"URI": "/api/appliance",
"description": "Get/Update EM7 Appliances"

},
{

"URI": "/api/asset",
"description": "Get/Update/Add/Delete Asset Records"

},
{

"URI": "/api/cleared_event",
"description": "View Cleared Events"

},
{

"URI": "/api/collection_label",
"description": "Get Collection Label"



2. Since we are interested in getting information about our appliances, we modify the request to include the
appliance endpoint (10.10.10.10/api/appliance). If we scroll through the response, we see a "result_
set" that includes all appliances for the SL1 system.

"result_set": [
{

"URI": "/api/appliance/1",
"description": "jpr-814-DB-01"

},
{

"URI": "/api/appliance/3",
"description": "jpr-814-DC-01"

},
{

"URI": "/api/appliance/6",
"description": "jpr-814-MC-01"

},
{

"URI": "/api/appliance/7",
"description": "jpr-814-CN-01"

},
{

"URI": "/api/appliance/8",
"description": "jpr-841-CN-02"

},
{

"URI": "/api/appliance/9",
"description": "jpr-814-CN-03"

},
{

"URI": "/api/appliance/13",
"description": "jpr-814-SN-01"

},
{

"URI": "/api/appliance/14",
"description": "jpr-814-SN-02"

},
{

"URI": "/api/appliance/15",
"description": "jpr-814-SN-03"

}
]



3. Now let's see what kind of high-value data we can get about our appliances by using extended_fetch. This
will give us complete information about all appliances at once. We can also hide extraneous information
using hide_filterinfo.

A partial example of the output from the following request is shown below:
10.10.10.10/api/appliance/?extended_fetch=true&hide_filterinfo=true

{
"/api/appliance/1": {

"type": "db",
"name": "jpr-814-DB-01",
"descr": "Database: 10.10.10.10",
"release_version": "10.1.0.BETA2",
"patch_level": "1555",
"version_id": "100100001555",
"ip": "10.10.10.10",
"capacity": "1000",
"status": "0",
"status_time": "1573440185",
"date_create": "1573440185",
"date_edit": "1573440271",
"user_edit": "/api/account/1",
"ha_status": "1",
"organization": "SCIENCELOGIC QA INTERNAL USE ONLY

",
"lic_type": "1",
"expiration": "1865221200",
"lic_status": "1",
"db_user": null,
"db_pass": null,
"db_ssl": "1"

},
"/api/appliance/3": {

"type": "cu",
"name": "jpr-814-DC-01",
"descr": "",
"release_version": "10.1.0.BETA2",
"patch_level": "1555",
"version_id": "100100001555",
"ip": "10.10.10.14",
"capacity": null,
"status": "0",
"status_time": "1588100062",
"date_create": "1573440606",
"date_edit": "1573440618",
"user_edit": "/api/account/1",
"ha_status": "0",
"organization": "SCIENCELOGIC PERMANENT",
"lic_type": "3",
"expiration": null,
"lic_status": "1",
"db_user": "root",
"db_pass": "em7admin",



"db_ssl": "1"
}

This API call gives us a lot of information about our appliances. We get the device type, device name,
organization, release version, and so on. All of this information is useful in helping us build model our
technology and design our PowerPack. For our example, we can consider our database (db) appliance as
our root device, with component devices that include compute nodes, storage nodes, load balancers, and
data collectors.

NOTE: You want to gather the maximum amount information in a single API call, while avoiding the
collection of unnecessary data. ScienceLogic generates the API call once, caches everything in the
response, and pulls information from the cache when requested. Dynamic Applications use cached
data. In this way, fewer API calls are made, thus reducing system load.
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Creating Device Classes and the Root Device

Overview

Now that we understand the type of information we can gather from our API endpoint, we can begin to build
device classes for the devices and components we want to model. These device classes represent the information
gathered from the API endpoint. In most cases, you will need to create a root device class, a root device, and
several device classes to represent component devices.

This chapter provides guidance for creating device classes for the technology using SL1 as an example.

About Device Classes

Each device or device component in SL1 is associated with a device class. Typically, device classes map to a
make/model pair, such as Product Name / Model Number. SL1 includes already-defined device classes for the
most popular hardware, but if you are developing a PowerPack for a new technology (or for a technology that SL1
does not already model), you will need to create new device classes.

Device classes determine:

l How devices are represented in the user interface

l Whether the device is a physical device or a virtual device

l How managed devices are discovered with the discovery tool

The Device Class Editor page (System > Customize > Device Classes) allows you to define new or legacy
device classes in SL1 and to customize the properties of existing device classes.



Most TCP/IP-compliant devices have an internally-defined class ID, called the System Object ID and abbreviated
to SysObjectID. This SysObjectID is an SNMP OID defined by the manufacturer. Each manufacturer specifies a
SysObjectID for each different hardware model. In SL1, each SNMP device class is associated with a SysObjectID.
During initial discovery, SL1 searches each device for the SysObjectID and assigns each device to the appropriate
device class.

For more information about device classes, see the "Managing Device Classes and Device Categories" section in
the online help.

Creating the Root Device Class

The first step is to identify your root device and create a root device class for it. In this example, we will create a
device class called "SL1 Cluster". Later, we will use this device class for our virtual root device.

NOTE: In cases where SNMP is supported along with REST, you would create an SNMP device class. For
more information, see the "Creating a New Device Class of Type 'SNMP-Enabled" section of the
Device Management guide in the online help.

NOTE: Before you create the root Device Class, create an icon to represent this device. See Building an
Icon in the Appendix.

To create a new device class:

1. Go to the Device Class editor page (System > Customize > Device Classes).

2. Click [Reset] to clear the fields in the Device Class Editor pane.

3. Configure the device class as follows:

l Device Type. Select SNMP Enabled.

NOTE: This does not mean that the device is SNMP. Since the collection type is set to virtual,
this selection has no impact except that you must include some SysObectID.

l Device Category. Select "Virtual" from the drop-down list. Device Category specifies a logical
categorization of devices by primary function. This field allows SL1 to group related devices in reports
and views.

l Collection Type. Select "Virtual Device".

l Root Device. Select this checkbox.

l Discovery Identifier (SysObjectID). Enter ".1". This field is required.

l Description. Enter "SL1 Cluster".



l Device Icon. Select an icon that you created or select a generic icon.

NOTE: To create an icon to represent your device, see Building an Icon in the Appendix.

l Device Class. Enter "ScienceLogic". This field specifies the vendor of the technology you are
monitoring.

l Collection Type. Select "Virtual".

4. Click [Save] to save your changes to the device class. Our completed example is shown below.



Creating the Component Device Class

NOTE: Before you create the component Device Class, create an icon to represent this component device.
See Building an Icon in the Appendix.

A device of type "component" is an entity that runs under the control of a management system running on a
physical device. For example, SL1 can discover a VMware ESX Server (management system) and then discover
the virtual machines (component devices) running on that VMware ESX Server.

SL1 uses Dynamic Applications to retrieve data from a management system and discover each component device
managed by that system. SL1 then uses that retrieved data to create a device record for each component device.

Device classes for components are aligned with the Dynamic Applications that discover component devices. For
example, we could have a device class of type Component for "Cisco Systems | UCS Chassis". We could align
the Dynamic Application for "UCS Chassis Discovery" with this device class. When SL1 runs the "UCS Chassis
Discovery" Dynamic Application and discovers a component device, SL1 assigns each discovered component
device to the device class "Cisco Systems | UCS Chassis".

When you create a new device class of type Component, you are defining a device class that uses an aligned
Dynamic Application to identify the member devices.

NOTE: The Device Class Tier is a read-only field that is automatically populated by the subscription billing
process. If you create a custom device class, please contact ScienceLogic Customer Support to define
the Device Class Tier for the new device class.

To create a new device class of type Component:

1. Go to the Device Class editor page (System > Customize > Device Classes).

2. Click [Reset] to clear the fields in the Device Class Editor pane.

3. Configure the device class as follows:

l Device Type. Select "Component".

l Device Class. Enter "ScienceLogic".

l Device Category. Select "Servers" from the drop-down list. This field specifies a logical categorization
of devices by primary function, which allows SL1 to group related devices in reports and views.

l Root Device. Select this checkbox if you will have additional tiers under this component device.

l Description. Enter a description for the device. Our example uses "SL1 Appliance".

l Device Icon. Select an icon that you created or select a generic icon.

4. Click [Save] to save your changes to the device class. Our completed example is shown below.



For more information, see "Managing Device Classes and Device Categories" in the Device Management
manual.

Creating the Virtual Root Device

You now have device classes for your root device and your component devices. Next, you will create your root
device, using the device class you created.

To create the root device:

1. Go to the Device Manager (Registry > Devices > Device Manager).

2. Click [Actions] and select "Create Virtual Device".

3. Configure the new virtual device as follows:

l Device Name. Enter a unique name for your root device.

l Organization. Choose the organization with which this device will be associated.

l Device Class. Choose the root device class you created("SL1 Cluster").

l Collector. (Optional) Select from a list of collector groups. In our example, we accept the default.

4. Click [Add] to save your new device.
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Configuring Discovery

Overview

This section provides specific information about creating a discovery snippet and building a Dynamic Application
using the snippet. Other discovery methods are also included in this section. For general information, see
"Discovery and Credentials" in the user manual.
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Discovery Methods

Discovery relates to how SL1 discovers your system or technology. You can discover your root device in any of the
following ways, described in this section:

l Manual

l REST Discovery Initiation Dashboard

l Hybrid



Manual Discovery

Using the virtual root device you created, as well as your API call, you can now build a Dynamic Application that
will discover the root device. This section contains examples of how to create the discovery Dynamic Application.

NOTE: When building a REST-based PowerPack, you will use the manual discovery workflow. You will align
all Dynamic Applications and discovery options when you build the PowerPack. Users of the
PowerPack can then use the REST Discovery Initiation Dashboard, which automates these steps, to
discover their own environment.

NOTE: For detailed information about snippet arguments, see Snippet Arguments

Create the JSONPath for your Snippet Argument

As discussed in Browsing the SL1 REST API, you will start with an API call that gets as much information as
possible in one request. Once you have determined what API call you will use, you can create the JSONPath you
will use in discovery. Before continuing, you must understand the component identifier you will use. The two
mandatory component identifiers, which must be unique within the component tree but does not have to be
unique across the SL1 installation, are as follows:

l Name

l Unique Identifier

We will use the key value as the unique identifier. In our example, using the SL1 REST API call
10.10.10.10/api/appliance/?extended_fetch=true&hide_filterinfo=true, we see a unique key
identifier (shown in bold below) for each appliance. This is what we will use as our unique identifier.

"/api/appliance/1": {
"type": "db",
"name": "jpr-814-DB-01",
"descr": "Database: 10.10.10.10",
"release_version": "10.1.0.BETA2",
"patch_level": "1555",
"version_id": "100100001555",
"ip": "10.10.10.10",
"capacity": "1000",
"status": "0",
"status_time": "1573440185",
"date_create": "1573440185",
"date_edit": "1573440271",
"user_edit": "/api/account/1",
"ha_status": "1",
"organization": "SCIENCELOGIC QA INTERNAL USE ONLY

To create and test the JSONPath you will use in your discovery snippet:



1. Go to Postman and issue your API request.
Example: 10.10.10.10/api/appliance/?extended_fetch=true&hide_filterinfo=true

2. Copy the entire API response to your clipboard.

3. Go to the http://jsonpathng.herokuapp.com.

NOTE: Although many other JSONPath validators exist, this is the one that works best with the SL1
REST API.

4. Paste your entire API response in the JSON Data pane. Now you can try a few different JSONPath
expressions to figure out how to extract the data you want.

l In the JSONPath Expression field, we can enter $.`keys`, and click [Submit]. Notice the response
listing all appliances with the key information only:

[
"/api/appliance/15",
"/api/appliance/14",
"/api/appliance/13",
"/api/appliance/9",
"/api/appliance/8",
"/api/appliance/7",
"/api/appliance/6",
"/api/appliance/1",
"/api/appliance/3"

]

l To see a list of appliance names, we can enter $.*.name, and click [Submit]. In this JSONPath, the *
represents all keys. We get the following response:

[
"jpr-814-SN-03",
"jpr-814-SN-02",
"jpr-814-SN-01",
"jpr-814-CN-03",
"jpr-841-CN-02",
"jpr-814-CN-01",
"jpr-814-MC-01",
"jpr-814-DB-01",
"jpr-814-DC-01"

]

http://jsonpathng.herokuapp.com/


l To see a list of the appliance descriptions, we can enter $.*.descr, and click [Submit]. We get the
following response, showing us that we have three storage nodes and three compute nodes in our
extended architecture, as well as our main SL1 database server:

[
"Storage Node: 10.10.10.63",
"Storage Node: 10.10.10.62",
"Storage Node: 10.10.10.61",
"Compute Node: 10.10.10.58",
"Compute Node: 10.10.10.57",
"Compute Node: 10.10.10.56",
"",
"Database: 10.10.10.10",
""

]

5. Determine the JSONPath expression you want to use in your discovery snippet and move on to the next step.

Create an Execution Envi ronment

The execution environment defines which content libraries are used when this Dynamic Application runs. In this
example, we will make a copy of the REST execution environment.

TIP: When you import the REST PowerPack, the system assigns the "-- Default: REST" execution environment
to each of the Dynamic Applications included with the PowerPack. It is a best practice to change the
execution environment to "REST". If you use one of the example Dynamic Applications as a basis for
creating your own, be sure to select the execution environment that your PowerPack will use before you
export the PowerPack for others to use. For more information, see "ScienceLogic Libraries and Execution
Environments" in the Content Development and System Integration section of the online help.

CAUTION: If you do not create an execution environment, you might run into problems when building your
Dynamic Application or when you import another version of the REST PowerPack.

To create a copy of the REST execution environment:

1. Open the ScienceLogic Library Manager page (System > Customize > ScienceLogic Libraries > Actions
> Execution Environments). The Environment Manager page appears.

2. Search for "REST".

3. Click the icon to create a copy of the REST execution environment. A copy of the REST execution
environment appears in the list.



4. Click the wrench icon ( ) next to the "REST (copy)" entry to open the Environment Editor.

5. Enter a new name in the Environment Name field. We will enter "SL1: Appliance Monitoring".



6. Click the save icon ( ) to save the new execution environment.

7. Click [Close].

Create a Snippet Dynamic Appl ication

When creating a new Dynamic Application, a best practice is to start with an existing Dynamic Application that is
similar to the one you want to create. This saves time and helps guide you through the process. The
REST PowerPack contains a number of Dynamic Applications you can use to help you create your own.

To create the discovery Dynamic Application:

1. Go to the Dynamic Applications Manager page (System >Manage > Applications).

2. Locate the REST: Setup Discovery 1 Snippet Configuration Dynamic Application, and click the wrench icon (

) to open the Dynamic Application Properties Editor. This Dynamic Application will discover the
component devices.

3. Enter a new name in the Application Name field, and click [Save As].

NOTE: A best practice is to always put the word "Discovery" at the end of the name for any discovery
Dynamic Applications you create. This makes it easy to identify the applications that are doing
the discovery of your devices.



4. Select the execution environment you created: "SL1: Appliance Monitoring" (or another execution
environment that contains the content libraries you need).

5. Click [Save].

6. Click the Collections tab.

NOTE: You must have, at a minimum, a collection object for Device Name and one for Unique
Identifier. You can create as many collection objects as you need to gather the information you
want, but these two are mandatory for your Dynamic Application. For this example, we are only
creating Name and IP address, which will serve as our unique identifier. Typically, IP address is
not the best object to use as the unique identifier, because IP addresses can change. This is an
example only.

a. Delete all of the Collection Objects except "Name".

1. Select the checkbox in the last column for each collection object you want to delete.

2. From the Select Action menu at the bottom of the page, choose "Delete Objects".

3. Click [Go] to delete the objects.

b. Click the wrench icon next to "Name". We will change this collection object to get the IP address of the
appliance.

1. Change theObject Name to "IP address" and click [Save As].

2. In the JSONPath validator, we validate the expression result_set[*].*.ip. Copy the JSONPath
expression.

3. In the Snippet Arguments field of the collection object, paste the expression into the argument
as follows:
rest://api/appliance?extended_fetch=true&silo_args=jpath=result_set[*].*.ip|ip

NOTE: The |ip union tells the Dynamic Application to use IP as the index.

4. Set the Component Identifiers field to "Unique Identifier".

5. Click [Save].

c. Click the wrench icon next to "Name".

1. In the Snippet Arguments field of the collection object, change the string to the following:
rest://api/appliance?extended_fetch=true&silo_args=jpath=result_set[*].*.name|name

2. Set the Component Identifiers field to "Device Name".

7. Click [Save].

8. Create any other collection objects required for your PowerPack.

Manual ly A l ign Dynamic Appl ications to the Root Device

Manually aligning Dynamic Applications to the root device enables the other REST PowerPack Dynamic
Applications to begin collecting data.



NOTE: ScienceLogic recommends that you use a virtual root device, as described in Defining the Root
Device.

To manually align these Dynamic Applications:

1. Go to the DeviceManager page (Registry > Devices > Device Manager).

2. Locate the root device and then click its wrench icon ( ). The Device Properties page appears.

TIP: You can easily locate the root device by typing its IP address in the IP Address filter on the Device
Manager page.

3. Click the Collections tab. The Dynamic Application Collections page appears.

4. Click the [Actions] button and select Add Dynamic Application from the menu. The Dynamic Application
Alignment modal appears.

5. In the Dynamic Application Alignmentmodal:

l In the Dynamic Applications field, select one of your Dynamic Applications.

l In the Credentials field, select the SOAP/XML credential you created for the API.



6. Click [Save] to align the Dynamic Application with the ScienceLogic root device. The Dynamic Application
begins collecting data at its default polling interval.

7. Repeat steps 4-6 to align the remainder of your Dynamic Applications.

REST Discovery Init iat ion Dashboard

Support is provided in the REST PowerPack version 105 and higher for a Discovery Initiation Dashboard. This is the
recommended method to discover systems and technologies using the REST-based PowerPack that you create
and export. This dashboard automates the steps that you performed in the manual workflow.

CAUTION: You cannot use the Discovery Initiation Dashboard if you are using an authentication method that
requires snippets. If a snippet is required to fetch a token, you must use the manual discovery
method.

As an alternative to a discovery session, you can use the REST Discovery Initiation dashboard that is included in
the REST PowerPack. This dashboard provides a more wizard-driven approach to discovering REST devices that
use a virtual root device.

NOTE: After installation, ensure that the permissions to use the discovery dashboard are restricted to only the
intended users.

The following is required to use this dashboard:

l A template with all of the root-level Dynamic Applications aligned and configured

l An authentication scheme for the monitored endpoint of "NoAuth" or "Basic Auth". Bearer token
Authentication is not supported by the credential tester at this time

l A device class with the following settings:

o Root Device. This checkbox is selected.

o Device Type. Pingable is selected.

o Collection Type. Virtual Device (Disabled) is selected.

o Discovery Qualifier (SNMP OID). Contains the GUID of the template in the following format:
template=TEMPLATE_GUID

NOTE: To find the GUID of the template needed for the device class, search the master_dev.template_
common and copy the value in the template_guid for the appropriate template.



Creating a Discovery Session wi th the REST Discovery Ini t ia t ion Dashboard

To create a discovery session with the dashboard:

1. Click the Dashboards tab (Dashboards > Classic Dashboards).

2. In the Dashboards drop-down field in the upper-left corner of the page, select REST Discovery Initiation.

3. On the REST Discovery Initiation dashboard page:

l In the Root Device Name field, type a name for the root device.

l In the Credential field, select the credential you created.

l In the Collector Group field, select the collector group.

l In the Template field, select the device template.

l In theOrganization field, select your organization.

NOTE: In the device template, if a credential is set for the Dynamic Application, it will be used. If a credential
is not set for the Dynamic Application, the credential selected in the dashboard will be used. In most
cases, the template will have Dynamic Applications with no credentials set.

4. Click the [Discover] button. The progress of the discovery session will be displayed in the Discovery Status
pane.

Hybrid Discovery

You can use hybrid discovery when the device to be monitored supports both SNMP and REST. That is, if the
device supports the system_mib, then you can create a device class based on the sysObjectID. SL1 is an example
of a device that supports both SNMP and REST.



In this case, the standard discovery mechanism of SL1 is used to create the device and to automatically align the
Dynamic Applications.

To have your REST Dynamic Applications align automatically, you must include a discovery snippet in the Dynamic
Application, and both an SNMP credential as well as the SOAP credential must be selected.



Chapter

7
Component Discovery

Overview

In the previous chapter, you created a Dynamic Application to discover your root device with collection objects to
capture the name and the IP address from your root device. This section provides specific information about
discovering component devices and Dynamic Component Mapping (DCM) using the PowerPack. Component
discovery refers to the process of discovering and modeling child components or dependencies under a parent
(root) device.

Components are discovered by a special configuration Dynamic Application that enables collection objects to
have certain properties.

Creating the Component Discovery Application 51

Component Identifiers 51

Component Discovery Dynamic Application 52

Example Component Discovery Dynamic Application 52

Example: Creating Collection Objects for the Dynamic Application 55



Creating the Component Discovery Application

To build Dynamic Applications for a new PowerPack, always start with an example Dynamic Application. In this
case, we will use a discovery component application

To discover your component devices, you must create a configuration Dynamic Application. This section contains
information about creating the Dynamic Application by using the existing "REST: Setup Discovery 1" Dynamic
Application from the REST PowerPack and enabling the component identifiers, as described in Creating a Device
Class of Type "Component".

To create a new Dynamic Application from the example:

1. Open the "REST: Setup Discovery 1" Dynamic Application (System >Manage > Applications).

2. Click the wrench icon for this Dynamic Application.

3. Change the Dynamic Application Name (for example, "SL1: Appliance Discovery").

4. Click [Save As].

Next, you will enable Component Identifiers in the new Dynamic Application

Component Identi fiers

When you created the Dynamic Application container and selected the Component Mapping checkbox, you
enabled the Component Identifiers, shown in the previous section. Component Identifiers provide the ability for
collection objects to take on a special role within SL1. The following component identifiers are required before a
component will be created. You will use these identifiers in the next step.

Required? Component Identifier Description

Mandatory Unique Identifier
(%U)

Maps a collection object to the Unique Identifier. SL1 uses this collection
object to uniquely identify this component within the Dynamic Component
Mapping tree, that is, this identifier must be unique within the context of the
root device.

Device Name (%N) Identifies the name of the component. The value of this collection object is
used to name the component that SL1 creates.

Optional Availability The availability of component devices. This is generally not recommended
for use in building a REST-based PowerPack. When a collection object is
mapped to Availability, SL1 does the following:
1. It automatically aligns the Overview performance Dynamic
Application to the device.

2. If this collection object returns a null value for the component, the
components will be set to "Unavailable", and a Major event is
generated. Any value other than "null" will be translated to the
"Available" state.

3. When the component's state is set to "Unavailable", all Dynamic
Applications are automatically disabled until the state is back to
"Available".

Optional Class Identifiers The Class Identifier component identifiers can be used to uniquely assign



Required? Component Identifier Description

(cont.) device classes for components based on these collection objects.
l Class Identifier 1. The class type of the component devices, typically
the vendor. This field can be used to align a discovered component
device with an existing device class.

l Class Identifier 2. The class sub-type of the component devices,
typically the model. This field can be used to align a discovered
component device with an existing device class.

GUID (%G) The globally unique identifier SL1 will use for the component devices. This
value must be unique for all component devices in SL1. This value is used to
determine when a component device should be associated with a different
root device.

When SL1 performs collection for a Dynamic Application, and the Dynamic
Application includes a collection object with a GUID component identifier,
SL1 compares the collected values for that collection object with all GUID
values for all component devices discovered in the system. If a newly
collected value matches a GUID value for an existing component device, the
device from which SL1 collected the new value will become the parent of the
existing component device. The existing component device will no longer be
associated with its previous parent device.

Component Discovery Dynamic Applicat ion

After creating the container for the Dynamic Application, you will create collection objects using information from
the REST API. In this section, we will gather information from the SL1 REST API using the /appliance endpoint with
an example.

Example Component Discovery Dynamic Appl ication

In the following example, we have used the SL1 REST API with the goal of creating components to represent the
SL1 appliances. The API endpoint to obtain appliance information is /api/appliance?hide_
filterinfo=true&extended_fetch=true. The following is the output from our test system when using this API
endpoint.

NOTE: This output is in JSON format, which was requested via Postman using an accept JSON/Application
header. SL1 defaults to XML, which is not supported by the REST API. IP addresses have been
obfuscated.

{
"/api/appliance/1": {

"type": "db",
"name": "sl1-demo-staging-db-01",
"descr": "Database: 10.0.x.x",
"release_version": "8.9.2.1",
"patch_level": "4",
"version_id": "80902010004",



"ip": "10.0.13.200",
"capacity": "7000",
"status": "0",
"status_time": "1543242714",
"date_create": "1527017443",
"date_edit": "1542824811",
"user_edit": "/api/account/1",
"ha_status": "1",
"organization": "SCIENCELOGIC QA INTERNAL USE ONLY

",
"lic_type": "1",
"expiration": "1550552400",
"lic_status": "1",
"db_user": null,
"db_pass": null,
"db_ssl": "1"

},
"/api/appliance/2": {

"type": "cu",
"name": "sl1-demo-staging-cu-01",
"descr": "",
"release_version": "8.9.2.1",
"patch_level": "4",
"version_id": "80902010004",
"ip": "10.0.x.x",
"capacity": null,
"status": "0",
"status_time": "1536088869",
"date_create": "1530031480",
"date_edit": "1530120004",
"user_edit": "/api/account/1",
"ha_status": "0",
"organization": "SCIENCELOGIC PERMANENT",
"lic_type": "3",
"expiration": null,
"lic_status": "1",
"db_user": null,
"db_pass": null,
"db_ssl": "1"

},
"/api/appliance/28": {

"type": "cn",
"name": "sl1-demo-staging-cn-01",
"descr": "",
"release_version": "8.9.2.1",
"patch_level": "4",
"version_id": "80902010004",
"ip": "10.0.x.x",
"capacity": null,
"status": "0",
"status_time": null,
"date_create": "1541085604",
"date_edit": "1541085842",
"user_edit": "/api/account/1",



"ha_status": "0",
"organization": "SCIENCELOGIC PERMANENT",
"lic_type": "3",
"expiration": null,
"lic_status": "1",
"db_user": null,
"db_pass": null,
"db_ssl": "1"

},
"/api/appliance/30": {

"type": "sn",
"name": "sl1-demo-staging-sn-01",
"descr": "",
"release_version": "8.9.2.1",
"patch_level": "4",
"version_id": "80902010004",
"ip": "10.0.x.x",
"capacity": null,
"status": "0",
"status_time": null,
"date_create": "1542396066",
"date_edit": "1542400143",
"user_edit": "/api/account/1",
"ha_status": "0",
"organization": "SCIENCELOGIC PERMANENT",
"lic_type": "3",
"expiration": null,
"lic_status": "1",
"db_user": null,
"db_pass": null,
"db_ssl": "1"

},
"/api/appliance/31": {

"type": "sn",
"name": "sl1-demo-staging-sn-02",
"descr": "",
"release_version": "8.9.2.1",
"patch_level": "4",
"version_id": "80902010004",
"ip": "10.0.x.x",
"capacity": null,
"status": "0",
"status_time": null,
"date_create": "1542396078",
"date_edit": "1542396244",
"user_edit": "/api/account/1",
"ha_status": "0",
"organization": "SCIENCELOGIC PERMANENT",
"lic_type": "3",
"expiration": null,
"lic_status": "1",
"db_user": null,
"db_pass": null,
"db_ssl": "1"

},
"/api/appliance/32": {



"type": "sn",
"name": "sl1-demo-staging-sn-03",
"descr": "",
"release_version": "8.9.2.1",
"patch_level": "4",
"version_id": "80902010004",
"ip": "10.0.x.x",
"capacity": null,
"status": "0",
"status_time": null,
"date_create": "1542396088",
"date_edit": "1542396241",
"user_edit": "/api/account/1",
"ha_status": "0",
"organization": "SCIENCELOGIC PERMANENT",
"lic_type": "3",
"expiration": null,
"lic_status": "1",
"db_user": null,
"db_pass": null,
"db_ssl": "1"

}
}

The JSON response, shown above, from the API can then be fed into a JSONPath expression tester, such as
Heroku. If we wanted to find out all items of "type" in use in the output of this endpoint, we could use the following
JSONPath expression: $.*.type

The output using that JSONPath expression would be as follows:

[
"cu",
"cn",
"db",
"sn",
"sn",
"sn"

]

Example: Creating Col lect ion Objects for the Dynamic Appl ication

In the following example, we want to find name, type, descr, ip, capacity, and release version.

When the URI for the API is known, and the JSONPath is known for each of the collection objects you want to add
to the discovery snippet, you will have the information needed for the snippet argument. In the example below,
notice that we have created several collection objects. For the Name object (shown), we have provided the
following configuration:



l Object Name. Descriptive, unique name for the collection object. In the example, we set it to "Name".

l Snippet Arguments. Contains the scheme, resource, and SILO arguments used to interact with the API. In
the example, we used rest://api/appliance?hide_filterinfo=true&extended_
fetch=true&silo_args=jpath=$.*.name |name.

The .name|name portion of the argument is used to specify the index used for the data. The second "name"
in the string refers to the JSON structure. It is important that each collection object referring to the same
table must use the same index (and group number). The collection object used for the index must be
unique. In this case, the name of the Appliance must be unique.

WARNING: When the data being collected for discovery or configuration requires an index, make
every attempt to use a unique property of the data, such as a unique ID or unchangeable
name as an index. The example we use here is only an illustration of how to use a value
as an index and is not necessarily the best choice for your index.

You can use one of three indexing modes:

o Explicit Indexing. Specify two JSONPaths: one for the index and one for the collected value.

o Key-value Indexing. Specify one collection object to retrieve all of the keys, and another collection
object to retrieve all of the values. When a dictionary is matched, all items of that dictionary are
automatically indexed by their key.

o Implicit Indexing. (Not generally recommended) Specify the collected value only. The index will be
set using attributes such as the list index or dictionary key. An index of zero is used for a string or
integer.

For more information about indexing or the arguments you can use here, see Snippet Arguments.

l Description. Free text that describes what the collection object gathers.

l Component Identifier. Identifies the type of component that is being collected. See Component
Identifiers.



We must then create collection objects for the remainder of the data we want to collect. Our snippet arguments
will be as shown in the table below:

NOTE: When creating your collection objects, use [Save As] to prevent overwriting existing collection
objects.

Object
Name

Component
Identifier

Snippet Argument

IP Unique Identifier rest://api/appliance?hide_filterinfo=true&extended_fetch=true&silo_
args=jpath=$.*.ip |name

Type Class I Identifier rest://api/appliance?hide_filterinfo=true&extended_fetch=true&silo_
args=jpath=$.*.type |name

Description none rest://api/appliance?hide_filterinfo=true&extended_fetch=true&silo_
args=jpath=$.*.descr |name

Release
Version

none rest://api/appliance?hide_filterinfo=true&extended_fetch=true&silo_
args=jpath=$.*.release_version |name

Capacity none rest://api/appliance?hide_filterinfo=true&extended_fetch=true&silo_
args=jpath=$.*.capacity |name



You can also refer to an example for ways to create your collection objects using a result set. For more information,
see Snippet Arguments, or "Snippet Configuration and Bulk Snippet Configuration Dynamic Applications" in the
Content Development and System Integration section of the online help.

NOTE: Although we have selected "Unique Identifier" in this example, IP addresses may overlap. Therefore,
an IP address is not necessarily the best Unique Identifier to use.



Chapter

7
Adding Component Tiers

Overview

This section provides information about creating additional component device tiers to build out a more complete
model of your technology. In the case of SL1 extended architecture, for example, you can build a compute node
cluster with all compute nodes as children of that cluster.

Adding a Tier to the Component Tree 59

Adding a Tier to the Component Tree

This section provides an example of how to add a tier to the component tree so that you can create the hierarchy
that accurately represents the technology you are monitoring. In this case, we will add a compute node cluster for
our SL1 system.

The way the API is structured with the key, JSONPath will not let you parse and filter the data, so you need to
transform the data. A built-in function in the REST API lets you transform the structure such that it gets rid of the keys
and provides a key value.

NOTE: This workflow assumes a knowledge of snippet arguments. For more information, see Snippet
Arguments.

To create a Dynamic Application that transforms the data from your API response:



1. Go to the Device Component Map (Views > Device Maps > Components) for the root device ("SL1
Cluster" in our example) you created.

2. Click the Device Summary icon ( ) on the root device.

3. Click the Configs tab.

a. Click on the "SL1: Appliance Discovery" Dynamic Application (or the name you gave to the initial
discovery Dynamic Application).

b. Click [Actions] and select Edit This Application.

c. Give the Dynamic Application a new name, such as "SL1: Appliance DiscoverywithTransform", and
click [Save As].

4. Click the Collections tab.

a. Delete all collection objects except "ip".

b. Click the wrench icon next to the "ip" collection object.

c. Change the Snippet Arguments field as follows:
rest://api/appliance?extended_fetch=true&silo_args=jpath=result_set[*].key
[*].key|ip,trfm=trfm_key($.result_set[*];key;*)

Where:
result_set[*].key specifies that we are entering a key

.key|ip.trfm=trfm_key($.result_set[*];key; specifies that we want to output the transformed
data as key:appliance

d. In the Component Identifiers field, select "Unique Identifier".

e. Click [Save] and close the editor window.

You can now use this Dynamic Application as a template to create your other Dynamic Applications.

5. Align the Dynamic Application to the root device.



a. Click the wrench icon on the root device.

b. Click the Collections tab.

c. Click [Actions] and select "Add Dynamic Application".

d. Select the Dynamic Application you created above.

e. Select the SL1 Monitoring credential.

f. Click [Save].

6. Test collection.

a. Set the Poll Frequency for your Dynamic Application to run "Every 1 Minute".

b. Click the lightning bolt icon next to the Dynamic Application to run it.

c. Review the session log to check for errors. Troubleshoot, if necessary.

d. Close the session log.

e. Click on the Device Summary icon on the root device.

f. Click the Configs tab.

g. Click on your Dynamic Application in the list and review the results. You should see the data formatted
properly in the Configuration Report section of the page.

7. Create a Dynamic Application that uses the transformed data. This is an example of a Dynamic Application
that returns all nodes that are not compute nodes ("cn").

a. Click the Device Summary icon on the root device.

b. Click the Properties tab, if not already selected.

1. Click on the "SL1: Appliance DiscoverywithTransform" Dynamic Application (or the name you
gave to the Dynamic Application you created to transform the key data).

2. Click [Actions] and select Edit This Application.

3. Give the Dynamic Application a new name, such as "SL1: ApplianceWithoutCN", and click
[Save As].

c. Click the Collections tab.

1. Click the wrench icon next to the "ip" collection object.

2. Change the Snippet Arguments field as follows:
rest://api/appliance?extended_fetch=true&silo_args=jpath=result_set[?
(@.type!='cn')].type[*].key|ip.trfm=trfm_key($.result_set[*];key;*)

Where:
result_set[*].key specifies that we are entering a key

.key|ip.trfm=trfm_key($.result_set[*];key; specifies that we want to output the
transformed data as key:appliance

3. Click [Save] and close the Dynamic Application editor.

4. Click [Reset] on the Configuration Report.

d. Edit the Dynamic Application again by clicking [Actions] and selecting Edit This Application.

e. Click the Collections tab.



1. Click the wrench icon next to the "ip" collection object.

2. Change theObject Name to "Key" and click [Save].

3. Change the Snippet Arguments field as follows:
rest://api/appliance?extended_fetch=true&silo_args=jpath=result_set[*].key
[*].key|key.trfm=trfm_key($.result_set[*];key;*)

4. Click [Save].

5. Create an "ip" collection object, by changing theObject Name to "ip".

6. Click [Save As].

7. Set IP as the index. Change the Snippet Arguments field as follows:
rest://api/appliance?extended_fetch=true&silo_args=jpath=result_set[*].key
[(@.type!='cn')].key|ip.trfm=trfm_key($.result_set[*];key;*)

8. Click [Save].

8. Create additional collection objects to gather data, as needed. Using our example, you could add the
following collection objects. The snippet arguments are provided below:

Object
Name

Snippet Arguments
Component
Identifiers

Name rest://api/appliance?extended_fetch=true&silo_args=jpath=result_
set[*].key[@(type!='cn')].key|name.trfm=trfm_key($.result_set
[*];key;*)

Device
Name

Type rest://api/appliance?extended_fetch=true&silo_args=jpath=result_
set[*].key[@(type!='cn')].key|type.trfm=trfm_key($.result_set
[*];key;*)

Class
Identifier 1

Status rest://api/appliance?extended_fetch=true&silo_args=jpath=result_
set[*].key[@(type!='cn')].key|status.trfm=trfm_key($.result_set
[*];key;*)

n/a

9. Add a label for your Configuration Report.

a. Edit the Dynamic Application again by clicking [Actions] and selecting Edit This Application.

b. Click the wrench icon next to an existing collection object.

1. Set theObject Name "Appliance Information".

2. Clear the Snippet Arguments field. It is not needed for a label.

3. SetClass Type to "Label (Config Group)".

4. SetGroup/Usage Type to "Group 1".

c. Click [Save] and close the window.

10. Remove the discovery Dynamic Application you created earlier ("SL1 Application Discovery"), since this new
Dynamic Applications will do the component discovery and will create the appropriate tiers in the
Component Map.

a. Click the wrench icon on your root device.

b. Click on the Collections tab.

c. Select the checkbox by the "SL1 Application Discovery" Dynamic Application.

d. At the bottom of the window, click [Select Action] and select "Stop Collecting and Remove Data".



e. Close the window.

f. Click [Reset] to start discovery again.

11. Remove existing device components.

a. Go to the Device Components page (Registry > Devices > Device Components).

b. Expand "SL1 Cluster".

c. Select the checkbox next to each component for the device.

d. Click [Select Action ]and select "Administration > DELETE Selected Devices".

e. Click [Reset].



Chapter

7
Building and Exporting the PowerPack

Overview

When you have finished building and testing your Dynamic Applications, you can build your new PowerPack using
the Dynamic Applications. You can then export the PowerPack for use by others.

Building the New PowerPack 65

Exporting the PowerPack 66



Building the New PowerPack

After you have created and aligned your Dynamic Applications, you can build and export your PowerPack for other
users.

To build the PowerPack:

1. Open the PowerPack Manager page (System >Manage > PowerPacks).

2. On the PowerPack Manager page, click [Actions], and selectCreate New PowerPack. The PowerPack
Properties page opens.

3. On the PowerPack Properties page, enter values in each of the following fields:

l Name. Enter a name for the PowerPack.

l Version. Specify the version number of this PowerPack. You can enter any combination of characters
in this field. You must manually update this field when you publish revisions of your PowerPack.

l Publisher. Specify the author of the PowerPack. For example, PowerPacks from ScienceLogic will
include the value "ScienceLogic" in this field.

l Description. Enter a detailed description of the PowerPack and its content.

l Vendor(s) Supported. Specify the version associated with the content of the PowerPack. For
example, if the PowerPack monitors Cisco devices, you would enter "Cisco" here.

l Model(s) Supported. Specify the hardware or software model associated with the content in the
PowerPack. For example, if a PowerPack includes Dynamic Applications that monitor Cisco Catalyst
switches, you could specify "Catalyst 2950 and Catalyst 2960" in this field.

l Version(s) Supported. Specify the version of the hardware or software associated with the content in
the PowerPack. For example, if a PowerPack includes Dynamic Applications that monitor Cisco
CloudCenter Suite, you could specify "Version 5.0 and Version 5.1" in this field.

l Minimum EM7 Version. Specify the earliest version of SL1 required by the PowerPack. If users try to
install the PowerPack on an earlier version of SL1, an error message will appear.

o You can enter any combination of numbers and periods. For example, "8.14.0".

o If you leave this field blank, users can install the PowerPack on all versions of SL1.



l Release Notes and Change Log. Include detailed release notes and records of changes to the
PowerPack. This editor lets you format the text and include links and images. You can also use a
document template to apply a standard format to the text.

4. Click [Save] to save the PowerPack.

5. Add content to your PowerPack.

a. Expand Content and click "Dynamic Applications".

b. Review your Embedded/AvailableDynamic Applications. You should see the Dynamic Applications
you created.

c. Add your Dynamic Applications to the PowerPack. To add, click the lightning bolt icon ( ). To

remove, click the bomb icon ( ).

For complete details about building PowerPacks, including other types of content you can include in your
PowerPack, see Creating a PowerPack in the user manual.Creating a PowerPack.

Exporting the PowerPack

If you want users to be able to install a PowerPack on another SL1 system, you must export the PowerPack to a file.
To do this:

1. If the Editing PowerPack page is not open, go to the PowerPack Manager page (System >Manage >

PowerPacks). Find the PowerPack you want to export and click its green disk icon ( ).

2. If the PowerPack is already open, click Build and Export from the Navbar to the left.

3. In the Compiled PowerPacks / Generate Installation Key page, go to the Compiled PowerPacks pane
at the top of the page.



4. Find the revision of the PowerPack you want to export and click its green disk icon ( ).

5. When prompted, save the PowerPack to a local file.

6. You can now distribute the file for installation on other SL1 systems.

7. If the exported PowerPack does not include an embedded license key, you must send the license key to each
user who will install and import the PowerPack.



Appendix

A
API POST Support

Overview

Some APIs require POST HTTP requests, or other HTTP methods, to collect data. In some cases, these requests
must be accompanied by information contained in the request body. You can support these requests through the
use of SILO arguments and additional snippet code.

The REST PowerPack includes an example Dynamic Application that supports POST HTTP requests. The following
sections describe the steps for configuring POST support in that "REST: Example POST Config" Dynamic
Application:

NOTE: The "REST: Example POST Config" Dynamic Application uses a publicly available API for
Nutritioninx.com, which offers limited free use of its public API. You will need your own API keys to use
the Nutritionix API, or you can apply the same principles to an API of your choice.
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Step 1: Create a SOAP/XML Credential

In the "REST: Example POST Config" Dynamic Application, SL1 must pass the user credentials in the header. This
can be done simply by adding the required headers to the SOAP/XML credential, as illustrated in the
"REST API POST Example" credential that is included in the REST PowerPack:

In this example, the headers x-app-id and x-app-key, plus their appropriate values, were added to the HTTP
Headers section of the SOAP/XML credential. In addition, Content-Type: application/json was added to
signal to the API that JSON content is being sent.

If you are using a different API than the example provided, you must provide the appropriate headers and update
the URL accordingly. For this example, do not use "%D" as the URL.

NOTE: For instructions on creating SOAP/XML credentials, see the Creating a SOAP/XML Credential
section.

Step 1: Create a SOAP/XML Credential



Step 2: Indicate HTTP Method

Step 2: Indicate HTTP Method

API requests use the GET HTTP method by default. If you are using any other method, you must specify it in the
silo_args for the API:

NOTE: If you are using GET, you can specify the method in the SILO arguments, but it is not required.

In the preceding example, the collection object's Snippet Arguments include the silo_args specifying the HTTP
method to be used:

rest://v2/natural/nutrients&silo_args=jpath=foods[*].food_name,
method=POST

To specify any other HTTP method, simply replace POST in the example with the appropriate method. If you do not
specify an HTTP method in the silo_args, the request defaults to GET.

NOTE: The method is not case-sensitive. However, using a misspelled or unsupported HTTP method will
result in an exception.
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Step 3: Provide HTTP Body Text (Optional)

If the request requires additional information in the HTTP body, you can provide this information by setting an
http_body variable in the snippet and passing that to the collect function:

The preceding example illustrates where to place the http_body data in the snippet and how to send it to the
collector. The code used in the example is:

http_body = '{ "query": "grilled cheese" }'
# more code here
app.collect(collectors, http_body=http_body)

The contents of http_body will be added to the body of the HTTP request when it is made.

NOTE: The http_body variable will be used only when it is relevant to the HTTP request method used. It will
be ignored when using GET.

Step 4: Update Collection Object (Optional)

The "REST: Example POST Config" Dynamic Application provides some example collection objects to collect data
about the nutrition values for the food specified in the http_body query. If you are using a different API, you will
need to update these collection objects to use responses from your selected API.

Step 5: Align and Run the Dynamic Application

To use the "REST: Example POST Config" Dynamic Application, manually align it to your discovered SL1 system
using the "REST API POST Example" credential from Step 1. The URL provided in the credential will override the
device URL and allow you to connect to the API you want to use.

After the Dynamic Application is aligned, it begins collecting data from the specified API endpoint.

Step 3: Provide HTTP Body Text (Optional)



Step 5: Align and Run the Dynamic Application

NOTE: For instructions on aligning Dynamic Applications, see theManually Aligning Dynamic
Applications section.
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Appendix

B
Configuring Multiple Endpoints with a Single

Credential

Overview

You can use multiple endpoints with a single credential. To do so, you can overwrite the endpoint used in the
credential with a new one provided in the snippet code in the Dynamic Application using the variable 'base_url', as
shown below:

from content import content_errors
from content import content_logger
from silo_core.app_collector import AppCollector

kwargs = {'base_url': 'example_url.com'}

with content_errors.ErrorManager(self):
with content_logger.LogManager(self) as logger:

app = AppCollector(self, snippet_id)
cobjs = app.get_collections()
collectors = app.get_collectors(cobjs)
app.collect(collectors, **kwargs)
app.store(collectors)

For example:

If you want to use the endpoint https://example_url.com/api/v1/resource, enter the following:

kwargs = {'base_url': 'example_url.com'}

NOTE: Do not include the 'https://' when entering the base URL.
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If your snippet argument is rest://api/v1/resource&silo_args=jpath=$.items, the result will be
https://example_url.com/api/v1/resource&silo_args=jpath=$.items.
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C
Snippet Arguments

Overview

The following sections provide an overview of collection object snippet arguments, which you can use when
creating Dynamic Applications and collection objects, and the various components that comprise them:

Snippet Argument Components 75

Scheme 76

Resource 76

SILO Arguments 76

JSONPath 77

OR Operator 78

Explicit Indexing Using Two Full Paths 80

Snippet Argument Substitutions 81

Automatic Substitution 81

Explicit Substitution 82

Snippet Argument Components

The snippet argument for a collection object using the generic ScienceLogic REST library includes three significant
parts: The scheme, the resource path (including query options), and SILO arguments.



Each of these components is discussed in greater detail in this section.

Scheme

The scheme portion of the snippet argument identifies which type of collection is being performed:

l rest – The most basic scheme, which indicates the collection of a simple REST attribute. This is typically used
for configuration data.

l rest.perf – A performance collection scheme, which indicates the collection of a performance or statistics
REST object. Additional functions are provided for rest.perf collection objects.

Resource

The resource portion of the snippet argument should include the path for the requested resource and the optional
query string. This might vary depending on the device being queried.

For example, to access the REST resource describing the first user account on a SL1 System, you would use the
URI:

https://<SL1_IP_Address>/api/account/1

The resource path for this example is api/account/1. The path can be determined using any REST API browser
or the REST API documentation for your particular device.

NOTE:Dynamic Applications using REST code have a different behavior than standard platform behavior with
respect to component availability. Standard behavior is that if an availability metric is set and the
collection fails, all components under the component will go unavailable. In this PowerPack, a
failed/missed collection will not cause components to go unavailable. It will cause critical event to be
created and aligned to the root device.

SILO Arguments

The SILO arguments portion of the snippet argument can include various arguments. This portion must be at the
end of the snippet argument and begin with &silo_args=. Each SILO argument should be in the form <arg
name>=<arg value> and be separated by a comma.



Other currently supported SILO arguments include:

l func – Specifies an aggregation function to be used with rest.perf results. This is useful when a list of
values is returned and you want a scalar value as the result. Supported values include avg, max, and min.
For example, to find and store the average value for latency values collected during a 15-minute period, use
func=avg.

l m_unique – A flag to enable multiple unique data processing. This is mainly used for differentiating between
a single data set and multiple data sets being processed for a performance Dynamic Application. Set the flag
to True to turn on multiple data set handling. The "REST: Example Performance" Dynamic Application
includes examples of single data set processing where m_unique is not needed. The "REST: Example Bulk
Performance" Dynamic Application includes examples of multiple data set processing.

l tstamp – Specifies an aggregation function to be used with rest results. This is useful when an epoch
timestamp time is returned and you want a human-readable value as the result. Supported values include
epoch_date, and epoch_duration. The epoch_date value returns the date with the following format:
YYYY-MM-DD H:M:S and the epoch_duration value returns a time duration as follows: X years Y weeks Z
days. For example, to find the duration value for an uptime property that has an epoch timestamp, use
tstamp=epoch_duration.

JSONPath

The only mandatory SILO argument parameter is the jpath argument. The third-party vendor library jsonpath-
ng is used to filter an endpoint response. This library provides a simple and extensive way to filter a JSON response
object and retrieve the desired attribute(s).

The jpath argument should contain a syntactically correct JSONPath expression and be in the following form:

jpath=<jsonpath string>

The "|" character is required for most snippet arguments because it is used to create a union. This creates a match
between a requested attribute value and a unique identifier, enabling you to differentiate between multiple unique
result sets. For example:

result_set[*].URI|description

In the preceding example, the match is created between the requested attribute value description and the
unique identifier URI.

The left side of the union should always be the field representing the unique identifier and the right side should
always represent the field being requested. These could be the same value if the item being collected also
happens to be the unique ID, as in the following example:

result_set[*].URI|URI

In cases where a single result is being processed instead of a list of results, a "|" might not be necessary if a specific
unique identifier is not needed for extracting and saving data. In these cases, the ScienceLogic REST library uses a
default value of 0 as the unique identifier.



For cases where the name of the JSON field being requested has unique characters or formatting, such as a field
beginning with a numeric character, single quotes can be used in the JSONPath expression to help prevent issues.
For example, the JSONPath expression might look something like:

results[*].id|'24h_timestamp'

Although this method is generally discouraged, you can index items "implicitly". To do this, specify the JSONpath
that you want without the use of a '|'. The PowerPack will automatically build out indexes that make sense for that
item.

WARNING: Implicit indexing should be used only for non-Dynamic Component Map (DCM) configuration
data. Using this for performance or DCM data might cause issues if the results from the endpoint
are returned in different orders at different collection intervals. Explicit indexing is recommended
for use with DCM configuration data.

NOTE: For more information about the jsonpath-ng syntax and usage, see
https://github.com/h2non/jsonpath-ng/blob/master/README.rst.

TIP: A JSONPath evaluator tool can be used to help verify a JSONPath expression before using it in the
snippet argument. One example of such is the JSONPath Online Evaluator at http://jsonpath.com.
However, it should be noted that the expression syntax might differ slightly from what is required in the
snippet argument, because such tools each use different JSONPath libraries.

NOTE: If a snippet argument contains a new line, the following error will occur: Error in app LayerX
Arbitrator: Configuration (id: 1442) on device 7: See /data/logs/snippet_
exceptions.log. JsonPathLexerError: Error on line 1, col 13: Unexpected
character:

OR Operator

OR operator is supported and it can be used to fallback collection object based on a NULL condition. Some
examples to use this operator are:

JSON Response

{
"items": [

{
"name": "Thing1",
"id": 1,
"effort": 0,
"stat": {

"name": "speed",
"url": "https://pokeapi.co/api/v2/stat/6/"

}
},
{

https://github.com/h2non/jsonpath-ng/blob/master/README.rst
http://jsonpath.com/


"name": "Thing2",
"Id": 2,
"effort": 1,
"stat": {

"name": "attack",
"url": "https://pokeapi.co/api/v2/stat/5/"

}
},
{

"Name": "Thing3",
"id": 3,
"effort": 0,
"stat": {

"name": "hp",
"url": "https://pokeapi.co/api/v2/stat/4/"

}
},
{

"Name": "Thing4",
"Id": 4,
"effort": 1,
"stat": {

"name": "speed",
"url": "https://pokeapi.co/api/v2/stat/3/"

}
}

]
}

JSONPath Result

$..id:$..name|Name [(1,'Thing1'), (3,'Thing3')]

$..id:$..name|($..Name) [(1,'Thing1'), (3,'Thing3')]

$..id:$.items[*].name|($.items[*].Name) Doing two full paths OR'd together can lead to
excess matches on the right side.

$..id:$..Name|$..name Unsupported for twoOR’d full paths.

$..id|Id:$..name|Name [(1,'Thing1'), (2,'Thing2'), (3,'Thing3'),
(4,'Thing4')]

$..id|Id:$..name [(1,'Thing1'), (2,'Thing2')]

$.items[?stat.name='hp' |
stat.name='attack'].stat.name:$..effort

[('attack', 1), ('hp', 0)]

$.stats[?stat.name='hp' | stat.name='attack'].stat.name [('["items", "[1]"]', 'attack'), ('["items ", "[2]"]', 'hp')]

NOTE: This feature supports only a single OR statement in the JSON path. It will not work with multiple OR's
or combinations of and/or.



Expl ici t Indexing Using Two Ful l Paths

It is possible to use explicit indexing with two full paths, even if those paths are on different levels of the JSON
response tree.

JSONPath format:

l $full_path1|$full_path2

l $full_path1:$full_path2

JSON Response

{
"stats": [

{
"base_stat": 45,
"effort": 1,
"stat": {

"name": "speed",
"url": "https://pokeapi.co/api/v2/stat/6/"

}
},
{

"base_stat": 49,
"effort": 0,
"stat": {

"name": "defense",
"url": "https://pokeapi.co/api/v2/stat/3/"

}
},
{

"base_stat": 49,
"effort": 1,
"stat": {

"name": "attack",
"url": "https://pokeapi.co/api/v2/stat/2/"

}
},
{

"base_stat": 45,
"effort": 0,
"stat": {

"name": "hp",
"url": "https://pokeapi.co/api/v2/stat/1/"

}
}

]
}

JSONPath Result

$.stats[*].stat.name:$.stats[*].base_stat [('hp', 45), ('attack', 49), ('defense', 49), ('speed',
45)]



JSONPath Result

$..name:$..base_stat [('hp', 45), ('attack', 49), ('defense', 49), ('speed',
45)]

$.stats[*].stat.name|$..effort [('hp', 0), ('attack', 1), ('defense', 0), ('speed', 1)]

Snippet Argument Substitutions

Some REST APIs might require information that must be determined at run time. To support this, there are two
methods for substituting this data in the collection object snippet argument. Both of those methods are described in
this section.

Automatic Subst itut ion

Certain common values are substituted automatically, simply by using the snippet variable in the snippet
argument. These are variables associated with the current device (i.e., the device on which the snippet is
running):

Snippet Argument
Value

Value Substituted
Component
Identifier

self.comp_dn Current Device Distinguished Name %C

self.comp_guid Current Device GUID %G

self.comp_name Current Device Name %N

self.comp_unique_
id

Current Device Unique ID %U

self.did Current Device ID (as it appears on the DeviceManager page
(Registry > Devices > Device Manager) in SL1)

N/A

self.name Current Device Name (as it appears on the DeviceManager
page)

N/A

self.root_did Device ID of the Root Device for the Current Device (as it appears
on the DeviceManager page)

N/A

To use these values, simply insert the Snippet Argument Value in the Snippet Argument where you want the value
to be substituted:

rest://api/data_performance_raw/device/dynamic_app?duration=15m&presentation_
objects=self.comp_dn&filter.device=self.root_did&silo_args=jpath=$.result_set
[*].index_label|index_label



In this example, the device distinguished name will automatically be substituted for self.comp_dn and the root
device ID will be substituted for self.root_did.

Explic it Subst itut ion

To use explicit substitution, first define the text to be substituted in the snippet argument and surround it with angle
brackets:

rest.perf://platform/1/statistics/current?curtime=<TIMESTAMP>&key=<KEY>&devid=1&sil
o_args=jpath=stats[0].value

Then, create a Python dictionary in the snippet using the substitution strings as the keys and the replacement values
as the values:

subs = {
'TIMESTAMP': int(time.time()),
'KEY': get_key_name()

}

NOTE: Although the examples in this section use uppercase letters, the case of the substitution keys does not
matter as long as it exactly matches the keys in the substitution dictionary. For example, if you use
<TimeStamp> in the collection object, you must use TimeStamp in the substitution dictionary.

Finally, pass the dictionary into the get_collections when calling it, using the optional argument subs:

app = AppCollector(self, snippet_id)
cobjs = app.get_collections(subs=subs)

The Dynamic Application will automatically substitute the dictionary values for the matching text in the angle
brackets of the snippet argument when it collects data.

NOTE: Angle brackets are present to delineate the substituted text, so they must surround the text to be
replaced.

Text may also be substituted more than once. For instance, if a timestamp was required in more than one place in
the request URL, you could enter:

rest.perf://platform/1/<TIMESTAMP>/config?test=self.comp_
name&curtime=<TIMESTAMP>&silo_args=jpath=onefs.build,func=max

The value for TIMESTAMP would be substituted in both instances.



Substitutions only affect the snippet arguments that have substitution values; as a result, the same snippet can be
used for collection objects that have either different substitutions or no substitutions at all. For example, all of the
following collection object snippet arguments could share the same snippet:

l rest.perf://platform/1/self.comp_name/logs?time=<TIMESTAMP>&silo_args=jpath=log_
entry

l rest.perf://platform/1/statistics/current?curtime=<TIMESTAMP>&key=<KEY>&devid=1

l rest.perf://platform/1/config?silo_args=jpath=count

Simply define the substitution dictionary to include both KEY and TIMESTAMP (as shown in the example at the
beginning of this section) and the Dynamic Application will make the substitutions as required.

The following keywords, when used within the snippet argument, do not need an explicit substitution defined in the
snippet:

l SL1_UTC_TIME is auto-substituted with the UTC time

l SL1_CURRENT_DATE is auto-substituted with the current date

One can also specify a delta on the above keywords as below:

l rest://v3/launches/?rocket_id=falcon9&start=<SL1_UTC_TIME-15m>&end=<SL1_UTC_TIME>&silo_
args=jpath=$.[*].flight_number|flight_number

l rest://v3/history/?start=<SL1_CURRENT_DATE-50>&end=<SL1_CURRENT_DATE>&silo_
args=jpath=$.[*].id|flight_number

The delta on SL1_UTC_TIME can be specified in days(d), hours(h) or minutes(m).

The delta on SL1_CURRENT_DATE is specified is days(d).



Appendix

D
Using the Example REST Dynamic Applications

Overview

The following sections describe the example Dynamic Applications that are included in the REST PowerPack and
tutorials for using them:

Viewing the Example REST Dynamic Applications 84

Snippet Configuration and Bulk Snippet Configuration Dynamic Applications 86

Bulk Snippet Performance Dynamic Applications 105

NOTE: The examples included in this chapter are intended to walk you through the REST-specific
configurations you can make for Snippet Configuration, Snippet Performance, and Bulk Snippet Performance
Dynamic Applications. For example, you might have a list of JSON dictionaries and want to turn that into a
dictionary of dictionaries, so you can more easily reference the specific object that you need. Each example in
this chapter illustrates what kind of REST API response would be expected for that Dynamic Application type
and what must be done within the Dynamic Application to collect and store the data from that response. To
collect and store this data, you must configure twomain parts of the Dynamic Application: Collection objects
and snippet code. For performance Dynamic Applications, you must also create presentation objects. For
additional information beyond what is covered in this chapter, see the Dynamic Application Development
manual or the Snippet Dynamic Application Developmentmanual. These manuals provide more in-
depth information on how to create and configure Dynamic Applications, which might be useful when
building custom Dynamic Applications to use against other REST APIs.

Viewing the Example REST Dynamic Applications

The REST PowerPack includes the following example REST Dynamic Applications for your use:



l REST: Example Bulk Config 1

l REST: Example Bulk Config 2

l REST: Example Bulk Performance 1

l REST: Example Bulk Performance 2

l REST: Performance Metrics Monitor

l REST: Example Value Transformation

l REST: Example Key Transformation

l REST: Example Regex Utility

l REST: Example Default Value for Empty/NULL Condition

To view these Dynamic Applications:

1. After you have installed the REST PowerPack, go to the Dynamic Applications Manager page (System >
Manage > Applications).

2. In the field next to the [Search] button, type "REST:" and then click [Search]. (Alternatively, you can type
"REST:" into the filter-while-you-type text box above the Dynamic Application Name column.) Only the
Dynamic Applications from the REST PowerPack appear.

3. To view a Dynamic Application, click its wrench icon ( ). The Dynamic Applications Properties Editor
page appears.

TIP: To create a new REST Dynamic Application from one of the example Dynamic Applications included in
the REST PowerPack, type a new Application Name on the Dynamic Applications Properties Editor
page and then click the [Save As] button.



Snippet Configuration and Bulk Snippet Configuration
Dynamic Applications

The "REST: Example Bulk Config 1" and "REST: Example Bulk Config 2" Dynamic Applications, serve as examples
of Bulk Snippet Configuration Dynamic Applications. Bulk Snippet Configuration Dynamic Applications generally
collect the same kind of data as regular Snippet Configuration Dynamic Applications, except they provide a way to
serialize the API requests that are sent to the device. Bulk Snippet Dynamic Applications are recommended for use
over regular Snippet Configuration Dynamic Applications.

Example 1: Using the "REST: Example Bulk Config 1" Dynamic
Applicat ion

This section demonstrates how the "REST: Example Bulk Config 1" Dynamic Application collects configuration data
from an API response.

JSON Response

Collecting this configuration data through a REST API involves extracting a "key:value" pair out of a JSON
response. The following is an abbreviated example of a JSON response that the "REST: Example Bulk Config 1"
Dynamic Application is designed to handle:

{
"total_matched": 5,
"result_set": [

{
"URI": "/api/credential/soap/53",
"description": "EM7 DB - Silo.conf"

},
{

"URI": "/api/credential/soap/54",
"description": "EM7 DB - My.cnf"

},
{

"URI": "/api/credential/soap/55",
"description": "EM7 DB - DB Info"

},
{

"URI": "/api/credential/soap/136",
"description": "REST API Example"

},
{

"URI": "/api/credential/soap/137",
"description": "EM7 API"

}
]

}



This example JSON response contains information about the SOAP/XML credentials available in SL1, including
the total number of SOAP/XML credentials that exist (total_matched) and a list of objects (in result_set) that
provide the URI and description for each credential. These two fields represent different ways that a REST API can
provide configuration data. The total_matched field represents a flat, singular result, because it contains a single
value (5). The result_set field represents a nested, multiple result, because it contains a list of objects. The
collection objects' snippet arguments are responsible for parsing these fields.

The following image depicts what these results might look like from the Configuration Report page for the
Dynamic Application. You can find this page on the Device Performance page for the given device.

NOTE: These results show many more credentials than are indicated in the example JSON response, which
was abbreviated for simplification.



Col lection Objects

The "REST: Example Bulk Config 1" Dynamic Application includes eight total collection objects:

As indicated in the Class Type column, three of the collection objects are label types, which are used to group the
data. These do not leverage the REST library.

The other five collection objects are configuration types that are set up to leverage the REST library to extract
different types of data from the JSON response:

l Number of SOAP Credentials (Group 1): total_matched from the response

l SOAP Credential Count (Group 1): A single hard-coded collection object value

l Credential URI (Group 2): A single credential’s URI value from the result_set list

l Credential URI (Group 3): All credential URI values from the result_set list

l Credential Description (Group 3): All credential description values from the results_set list

These collection objects show three different methods for extracting data: Flat Single Value, Nested Single Value,
Nested Multiple Values, and a method to hard-code collection object values. Descriptions of each method follows
below.



NOTE: The Snippet Arguments property determines what data the collection object extracts from the REST
API and how it does so. Therefore, while other properties might need to be set, Snippet Arguments
is the driving property you must be aware of when creating collection objects. (For a full explanation of
how this field is used in the REST PowerPack, see the section on Snippet Arguments.)

Flat Single Value

The "Number of SOAP Credentials" collection object is the most straightforward collection object in this example
because it extracts a single value from a flat data structure.

The following properties were changed from their default values:

l Snippet Arguments was customized to extract total_matched from the JSON response, as described
below.

l Class Type was set toConfig Numeric, because the data point being retrieved is an integer.

l Snippet was set to execute the snippet that was created for this Dynamic Application. (For more information,
see the Snippets section in this example.)

l Group / Usage Type was set toGroup 1 to group data using the appropriate label collection object, and the
usage type was left as Standard.

The Snippet Arguments structure for this collection object is the simplest example in this section. It tells the REST
library to make an HTTP request to the device using the resource path of api/credential/soap. It then specifies
to extract the total_matched value from the JSON response by setting the silo_args portion to jpath=total_
matched. (For more information on the JSONPath argument, see the JSONPath section.)



Nested Single Value

The "Credential URI" collection object that is assigned to "Group 2" extracts a single value from a list of objects.

Just like the "Number of SOAP Credentials" collection object properties, the following properties were changed
from their default values: 

l Snippet Arguments was customized to extract the URI for the object in result_set that has an index of 2,
as described below.

l Class Type was set toConfig Character, because the result is expected to be in string format.

l Snippet was set to execute the snippet that was created for this Dynamic Application. (For more information,
see the Snippets section in this example.)

l Group / Usage Type was set toGroup 2.

This collection object uses the same Snippet Arguments as the "Number of SOAP Credentials" collection object,
with the exception of the jpath, which is result_set[2].URI. This tells the REST library to extract the URI for the
object in result_set that has an index of 2. Based on the JSON response example, the expected value to be
extracted is /api/credential/soap/55. If the goal was to extract the matching description, you would instead
use a jpath of result_set[2].description.



Nested Multiple Values

The "Credential URI" collection object assigned to "Group 3" and the "Credential Description" collection object
demonstrate how to extract specific values from all of the objects in a list.

The "Credential URI" (Group 3) collection object extracts the URI for each object in the result_set list from the
JSON response.

The main difference between this collection object and the others discussed up to this point is the Snippet
Arguments field. The jpath has been modified to result_set[*].URI|URI. The * tells the jsonpath-ng library
to iterate through all objects in the result_set list. The URI|URI tells it to build a "unique|value" pair from each
object. A "unique" field is necessary to tie the value to a particular object. In this case, both the unique and value
parts of the union are the same (URI).

Based on the example JSON response, the list of paired values extracted from the response would be:

[
("/api/credential/soap/53", "/api/credential/soap/53"),
("/api/credential/soap/54", "/api/credential/soap/54"),
("/api/credential/soap/55", "/api/credential/soap/55"),
("/api/credential/soap/136", "/api/credential/soap/136"),
("/api/credential/soap/137", "/api/credential/soap/137")

]



While it might seem counter-intuitive to have the same value paired with itself, this is necessary for building out a
table of results that contains other values. For example, the "Credential Description" collection object below
extracts the description values from each object. These description values eventually get displayed in a
results table alongside the collected URI results in the Dynamic Application's Configuration Report. This requires a
unique value that is shared between both collection objects. Additionally, the Group must be the same.

The only difference here is that the jpath has the "unique|value" pairing changed to URI|description. So
instead of the URI appearing as the value in the expected list of paired values, it would instead be the
description:

[
("/api/credential/soap/53", "EM7 DB - Silo.conf"),
("/api/credential/soap/54", "EM7 DB - My.cnf"),
("/api/credential/soap/55", "EM7 DB - DB Info"),
("/api/credential/soap/136", "REST API Example"),
("/api/credential/soap/137", "EM7 API")

]

It is also possible to index items "implicitly". To do this, specify the JSONPath that you want without the use of a '|'.
The PowerPack will automatically build out indexes that make sense for that item.

WARNING: This feature should be used only for non-Dynamic Component Map (DCM) configuration data.
Using this for performance or DCM data might cause issues if the results from the endpoint are
returned in different orders at different collection intervals.

In some cases, you might want to index "key:value" pairs. For example:

{"services":{"service1": ON,"service2": OFF}}

In this case, you might want to have a list of the service names (key names) and their state (values).



To do this, you can define one collection object with jpath $.services.`keys`|self, which will get a list of all
the keys, and a separate $.services collection object, which will get all the values. When a dictionary is
matched, all items of that dictionary are automatically indexed by their key.

Hard-Coding Collection Object Values

The "SOAP Credential Count" collection object assigned to "Group 1" demonstrates how to hard-code a
collection object value. This functionality may be required to discover service components in the DCM trees that
usually have a hard-coded string as their value. (For ex: "Credential 1 container Discovery")

The following properties were changed from their default values:

l Snippet Arguments was customized to hard-code the collection object "Credential 1"

l Class Type was set to Config Character, because the result is expected to be in string format

l Snippet was set to execute the snippet that was created for this Dynamic Application (For more information,
see the Snippets section in this example.)

l Group / Usage Type was set to Group 1



Snippets

The following snippet is used for the "REST: Example Bulk Config 1" Dynamic Application:

In most cases, this snippet can simply be copied and pasted when creating new Snippet Configuration Dynamic
Applications.

TIP: The snippet code includes comments describing the snippet's basic workflow.

Example 2: Using the "REST: Example Value Transformation" Dynamic
Applicat ion

The "REST: Example Value Transformation" Dynamic Application transforms a response by a specific value using
the snippet argument for a collection object. The following is an example of a snippet argument that performs the
transformation:

rest://api/device/self.root_did/aligned_app&silo_args=jpath=$.result_set[‘self.comp_
name’].URI|description,trfm=trfm_value($.result_set[*];description)



trfm specifies a transformation function. The above snippet argument performs a transformation by the value of a
specific key. An example of the transformation with the transformation method is shown below:

trfm_value($.result_set[*];description)

JSON Response

"result_set": [{
"URI": "/api/dynamic_app/xml_config/A34F5216CC181ED3CA5B34B59595495A",
"description": "Tandberg: TCS Status"

}, {
"URI": "/api/dynamic_app/xml_config/46F04A218468C2B7F5F321A471591BD3",
"description": "Tandberg: TCU Status"

}, {
"URI": "/api/dynamic_app/xml_config/B25C737BD70BDEAE70CB49834AC33902",
"description": "Tandberg: TCS Configuration"

}, {
"URI": "/api/dynamic_app/xml_config/352593444BCC70D377EAEC367F50B10A",
"description": "Tandberg: TCS Configuration"

}, {
"URI": "/api/dynamic_app/xml_config/5EF6857AC8802F5C1E33AF69A3A0ED65",
"description": "Tandberg: VCS Configuration"

}, {
"URI": "/api/dynamic_app/xml_config/763DBF0AC2C00D2BEFB512883543C25B",
"description": "Tandberg: Codian TS Status"

}]

Transformed Response

"result_set": {
"Tandberg: TCS Configuration": {

"URI": "/api/dynamic_app/xml_config/352593444BCC70D377EAEC367F50B10A",
"description": "Tandberg: TCS Configuration"

},
"Tandberg: VCS Configuration": {

"URI": "/api/dynamic_app/xml_config/5EF6857AC8802F5C1E33AF69A3A0ED65",
"description": "Tandberg: VCS Configuration"

},
"Tandberg: TCU Status": {

"URI": "/api/dynamic_app/xml_config/46F04A218468C2B7F5F321A471591BD3",
"description": "Tandberg: TCU Status"

},
"Tandberg: Codian TS Status": {

"URI": "/api/dynamic_app/xml_config/763DBF0AC2C00D2BEFB512883543C25B",
"description": "Tandberg: Codian TS Status"

},
"Tandberg: TCS Status": {

"URI": "/api/dynamic_app/xml_config/A34F5216CC181ED3CA5B34B59595495A",
"description": "Tandberg: TCS Status"

}
}

The above response was transformed by the value of the key 'description'.

The above transformation makes it faster to access the properties of specific component names from the
transformed response using the syntax below:



$.result_set[‘self.comp_name’]

In the above scenario, the assumption is that the value of the key 'description' is the same as the component name,
which is available in the snippet argument as self.comp_name.

Col lection Objects

There are two collection objects in the "REST: Example Value Transformation" Dynamic Application:

l "All Devices", which collects all devices from the original JSON response.

l "Current Device Name", which collects the current device name from the transformed response.

Snippets

The following snippet is used for the "REST: Example Value Transformation" Dynamic Application:



In most cases, this snippet can simply be copied and pasted when creating new Snippet Configuration Dynamic
Applications.

TIP: The snippet code includes comments describing the snippet's basic workflow.

Example 3: Using the "REST: Example Key Transformation" Dynamic
Applicat ion

This section demonstrates how the "REST: Example Key Transformation" Dynamic Application transforms a JSON
response and then uses this transformed result to retrieve data.

JSON Response

Like the "REST: Example Config" Dynamic Application, the "REST: Example Performance" Dynamic Application
collects a JSON response from a REST API. In this case, only options for search specifications are collected.

The following is an abbreviated example of a JSON response that the "REST: Example Key Transformation"
Dynamic Application is designed to handle:

{
"total_returned": "16",
"total_matched": "16",



"searchspec": {
"fields": [],
"options": {

"hide_filterinfo": {
"default": "0",
"type": "boolean",
"description": "Suppress filterspec and current filter info if 1 (true)"

}
}

}
}

This response contains information about ScienceLogic search specification options.

Col lection Object

There is one collection object in the "REST: Example Key Transformation" Dynamic Application, corresponding to
the key to value transformation:

"All Options" is a Config Character type object that collects values used by the ScienceLogic API to group options
data.

The example JSON response includes a dictionary of options. In this case, it includes hide_filterinfo.

The following snippet argument triggers the transformation and collects the data:

rest://api/device/self.root_did/aligned_app&silo_
args=jpath=$.searchspec.options.test[*].test,trfm=trfm_key
($.searchspec.options;test;*)



trfm=trfm_key($.data[*].configJson;application;*)

The above snippet argument performs the transformation as demonstrated below. The first parameter is the data,
then you must set a key for the second parameter, and then you must specify the list of keys to transform. This
example uses an asterisk (*) to represent all the keys, but you could instead pass a list of keys separated by | (for
example: filter|theme).

Original Result:

{
"total_returned": "16",
"total_matched": "16",
"searchspec": {

"fields": [],
"options": {

"hide_filterinfo": {
"default": "0",
"type": "boolean",
"description": "Suppress filterspec and current filter info if 1 (true)"

}
}

}
}

Transformed Result:

{
"total_returned": "16",
"total_matched": "16",
"searchspec": {

"fields": [],
"options": {

"test": [
{

"default": "0",
"test": "hide_filterinfo",
"type": "boolean",
"description": "Suppress filterspec and current filter info if 1

(true)"
}

]
}

}
}

Snippets

The following snippet is used for the "REST: Example Key Transformation" Dynamic Application.



TIP: The snippet code includes comments describing the snippet's basic workflow.

Dynamic Identi fier for Key Transformation

In certain cases, instead of using "test" as a key identifier or keyword when performing Key Transformation as in the
example above, you can use a dynamic identifier to obtain a transformed key result with those dynamic values.

NOTE:Dynamic key identifiers use automatic substitutions in snippet arguments. Snippet code must be the
same as in normal key transformation.

JSON Response

This is an example of a JSON Response with dynamic key entries: "TEST.408", "TEST.715", …

{
"37f5603b-3519-41db-8953-882e96cf2991": {

"kwargs": {
"an": "sync_hardware_models",
"sn": "Pull Assets from SL1",
"aid": "isapp-cf5f1d21-c231-44a5-a409-22d6a7baa337"

},



"uuid": "37f5603b-3519-41db-8953-882e96cf2991"
},
"cf67ebf9-7769-4980-b145-1dddb5589f1e": {

"kwargs": {
"an": "sync_hardware_models",
"sn": "Pull Assets from SL1",
"aid": "isapp-3603ea69-40d3-43b3-ab0a-5b505c38fcd1"

},
"uuid": "cf67ebf9-7769-4980-b145-1dddb5589f1e"

}
}

Collection Object

The dynamic key entries can be transformed with key transformation using automatic substitutions (self.did,
self.comp_unique_id, …).

For the example JSON response, the following snippet argument triggers the transformation:

rest://api/device/1&silo_args=jpath=$.['self.comp_unique_id'].'self.did'
[*].'self.did'|operStatus,trfm=trfm_key($.['self.comp_unique_id'];self.did;*)

Where, self.did is the device ID that will dynamically set the key identifier to perform the key transformation and
save it.

Original Result:

{
"TEST.408": {

"something_4816": {
...

}
},
"TEST.715": {

"something_12392": {
...

}
},
"TEST.576": {

"something_15951": {
...

}
}

}

Transformed Result:

{
"TEST.408": {

"408": [{
"408": "something_4816",
...

}]
},
"TEST.715": {

"715": [{



"715": "something_12392",
...

}],
},
"TEST.576": {

"576": [{
"576": "something_15951",
...

}]
}

}

Example 4: Using the "REST: Example Regex Utility " Dynamic
Applicat ion

The "REST: Example Regex Utility" Dynamic Application parses a JSON response based in a regex expression.

JSON Response

The following is an abbreviated example of a JSON response that the "REST: Example Regex Utility" Dynamic
Application is designed to handle:

{
"37f5603b-3519-41db-8953-882e96cf2991": {

"kwargs": {
"an": "sync_hardware_models",
"sn": "Pull Assets from SL1",
"aid": "isapp-cf5f1d21-c231-44a5-a409-22d6a7baa337"

},
"uuid": "37f5603b-3519-41db-8953-882e96cf2991"

},
"cf67ebf9-7769-4980-b145-1dddb5589f1e": {

"kwargs": {
"an": "sync_hardware_models",
"sn": "Pull Assets from SL1",
"aid": "isapp-3603ea69-40d3-43b3-ab0a-5b505c38fcd1"

},
"uuid": "cf67ebf9-7769-4980-b145-1dddb5589f1e"

}
}

Col lection Object

Based in the JSON response example, you will be able to get the "an" key in the "kwargs" string using two
collection objects:

l Kwargs. Collects the data "kwargs" that will be applied to the regex utility.

An example of the snippet argument that collects the data:

rest://api/tasks&silo_args=jpath=$.*.uuid|kwargs



l Application Name. The "an" collection object where the data obtained will be set. This should be a normal
snippet argument to save the parsed data.



Result:

[
"sync_hardware_models",
"sync_hardware_models"

]

Snippets

The following snippet is used for the "REST: Example Regex Utility" Dynamic Application:



There are three methods added to the snippet code:

l get_result(snippet_argument): It returns collected data of the collection object using the snippet argument.

l apply_to_regex(regex, result, logger): It parses a given result with a regex expression. That regex expression
is used as a parameter and has to be set into the snippet code. Logger is also a required parameter to get log
errors. This method returns parsed data ready to be saved.

l set_result(snippet_argument, new_result): It is used to save parsed data (included in new_result) in a new
collection object using the snippet argument as a parameter.

Bulk Snippet Performance Dynamic Applications

The "REST: Example Bulk Performance" Dynamic Applications demonstrate how a Bulk Snippet Performance
Dynamic Application can collect performance data from a device with a REST API endpoint. It follows the same
general principle as a regular Snippet Performance Dynamic Application, except that it provides a way to serialize
the API requests that are sent to the device.

Example 5: Using the "REST: Example Bulk Performance 1" Dynamic
Applicat ion

This section demonstrates how the "REST: Example Bulk Performance 1" Dynamic Application collects
performance data from an API response.

JSON Response

Like the "REST: Example Bulk Config" Dynamic Applications, the "REST: Example Bulk Performance" Dynamic
Applications collect a JSON response from a REST API. In this case, only total counts are collected; therefore,
instead of collecting "key:value" pairs, it is only necessary to collect the value.



The following is an abbreviated example of a JSON response that the "REST: Example Bulk Performance 1"
Dynamic Application is designed to handle:

{
"total_matched": 3,
"total_returned": 3,
"result_set": [

{
"URI": "/api/event/235790",
"description": "REST: Dummy Events Cleared"

},
{

"URI": "/api/event/235791",
"description": "REST: Dummy Event Generated"

},
{

"URI": "/api/event/235792",
"description": "REST: Dummy Event Generated"

}
]

}

This response contains information about ScienceLogic events. It contains the total number of active events
(total_matched) and a list of objects (in result_set) that provide the URI and description of each event. For
performance data, only the total_matched value is relevant.



Col lection Objects

There are two collection objects in the "REST: Example Bulk Performance 1" Dynamic Application, corresponding
to two different types of performance objects:

l "Active Events" is a Gauge type object, which collects data that varies up or down and presents the actual
count.

l "Cleared Events" is a Counter type object, which collects data that always increases and presents the number
of new items found during a collection cycle.

These collection objects present no new method for extracting data; rather, they illustrate how to use the
previously demonstrated methods in the context of a Performance Dynamic Application.

Snippets

The "REST: Example Bulk Performance 1" Dynamic Applications include the same example snippet code as the
"REST: Example Bulk Config" Dynamic Applications.



Example 6: Using the "REST: Example Bulk Performance 2" Dynamic
Applicat ion

This section demonstrates how the "REST: Example Bulk Performance 2" Dynamic Application collects
performance data from an API response.

JSON Response

The "REST: Example Bulk Performance 2" Dynamic Application collects data from each component device to
represent a presentation object for other Snippet Performance and Bulk Snippet Performance Dynamic
Applications. Specifically, the "REST: Example Bulk Performance 2" Dynamic Application queries the ScienceLogic
API for the values collected for the presentation object during the previous 15 minutes and then saves the average
value for that time period.



The following is an abbreviated example of a JSON response that the "REST: Example Bulk Performance 2"
Dynamic Application is designed to handle:

{
"total_matched": null,
"total_returned": 11,
"result_set": [

{
"device": "/api/device/14240",
"index": "33",
"index_label": "/var/log",
"presentation": 68,
"field_names": [

"collection_time",
"data"

],
"data": [

[
1515604500,
2791616512

],
[

1515604800,
2791616518

],
[

1515605100,
2791616533

]
]

},
{

"device": "/api/device/14240",
"index": "34",
"index_label": "/var/log/audit",
"presentation": 68,
"field_names": [

"collection_time",
"data"

],
"data": [

[
1515604500,
64876544

],
[

1515604800,
64876544

],
[

1515605100,
64876544

]
]



}
]

}

This response contains information about the amount of storage used, based on data collected by the "Host
Resource: Storage" Dynamic Application.

Col lection Objects

There are two collection objects in the "REST: Example Bulk Performance 2" Dynamic Application, corresponding
to two different types of performance objects:

l "Index Label" is a Label type object that collects values used by the ScienceLogic API to group performance
data.

l "Value (Average)" is a Performance Gauge type object that collects and aggregates the data values from
each JSON object.

The example JSON response includes two JSON objects in the result_set list, and each has an index_
label. One of the objects has an index_label of /var/log and the other is /var/log/audit. Additionally,
each JSON object has its own set of data in the data field.

In this case, the index_label represents a specific system directory by which the data is grouped. The "REST:
Example Bulk Performance 2" Dynamic Application will aggregate the data separately for each respective index_
label.

The Snippet Argument for the "Index Label" collection object is provided below:

rest://api/data_performance_raw/device/dynamic_app?duration=15m&presentation_
objects=self.comp_dn&filter.device=self.root_did&silo_args=jpath=$.result_set
[*].index_label|index_label



The Snippet Argument query string includes several customizations.

First, the duration is set to 15 minutes (15m). This correlates with the Dynamic Application polling frequency of 15
minutes.

Next, several parameters in the query string are set to values of self.<property>. The parameters structured in
this fashion will have the values substituted with the corresponding property in the snippet. For example, the
presentation_objects parameter needs an integer id to be specified so that the ScienceLogic API returns data
for that particular presentation object. In this case, self.comp_dn in the Snippet Argument will be replaced with
the integer ID that was set as the comp_dn during the discovery of the component device. Likewise,
filter.device will have the root device ID filled in.

Lastly, the jpath is set to iterate through each of the JSON objects in result_set and extract the index_label.

Meanwhile, the "Value (Average)" collection object will collect and aggregate the data values from each JSON
object and store the aggregated values according to their respective index_label values.

Referring back to the example JSON response, the data is structured with three pairs of data. Each pair includes
the timestamp in the first slot and the actual data value in the second. Because the average data value needs to be
aggregated from these pairs, the second item must be extracted from each data pair. Then an average can be
calculated and stored to the unique index_label.

The Snippet Argument below shows how this process is specified:

rest.perf://api/data_performance_raw/device/dynamic_app?duration=15m&presentation_
objects=self.comp_dn&filter.device=self.root_did&silo_args=jpath=$.result_set
[*].index_label|(data[*][1]),func=avg,m_unique=True

The jpath will iterate over each JSON object in the result_set and parse out the second item (index 1) from
each data pair. So for the object with an index_label of /var/log, it will parse out the following values:

l 2791616512

l 2791616518

l 2791616533

Additionally, because a func=avg SILO argument is provided, the library will average the collected values into a
single value: 2791616521. The average value is then stored with /var/log as the unique identifier. This same
process is then repeated for the next JSON object with an index_label of /var/log/audit.

The last part of the jpath in the preceding Snippet Argument is the m_unique SILO argument. This is required
to signal that the REST library should process the data for all index labels and their corresponding data sets.

NOTE: For more information about SILO arguments, see the SILO Arguments section.



The performance graph resulting from this data might look something like this:

Snippets

The "REST: Example Bulk Performance 2" Dynamic Application includes the same example snippet code as the
"REST: Example Bulk Config" Dynamic Applications.

Example 7: Using the "REST: Performance Metrics Monitor" Dynamic
Applicat ion

This section describes the metrics collected by the "REST: Performance Metrics Monitor" Dynamic Application.
These metrics present performance data from the endpoints that are requested by the other Dynamic Applications
in the PowerPack. The default poll frequency of the "REST: Performance Metrics Monitor" Dynamic Application is 1
min.

The "REST: Performance Metrics Monitor" Dynamic Application should be aligned at the root device level, and it
should be aligned only if the user wants to monitor the endpoints' results.

The metrics collected are predefined in the content library, so the "REST: Performance Metrics Monitor" Dynamic
Application will consume all data collected in the cache.

The metrics collected are:



Metric Snippet Argument Unit Prefix Description

Requests requests|total Count - Number of requests

Latency latency|avg Seconds s The amount of time between the request and
the response from the API.

Max Latency latency|max Seconds s The maximum latency.

Min Latency latency|min Seconds s The minimum latency.

2xx 2xx|total Count - Number of 2xx error codes.

3xx 3xx|total Count - Number of 3xx error codes.

4xx 4xx|total Count - Number of 4xx error codes.

5xx 5xx|total Count - Number of 5xx error codes.

Connection Error connection_
error|total

Count - Number of connection errors.

SSL errors ssl_errors|total Count - Number of SSL errors.

Timeout time_out_error|total Count - Number of timeout errors.

Total components total_
components|count

Component - Number of device components.

New OAuth2 Token
Request

oauth2_new|total Count - Number of new requests for OAuth2 token.

Refresh OAuth2
Token Request

oauth2_refresh|total Count - Number of refresh requests for OAuth2 token.

Fail OAuth2 Token
Request

oauth2_fail|total Count - Number of failed requests for OAuth2 token.

New OAuth2 Code
Request

oauth2_code_
new|total

Count - Number of new requests for OAuth2 code
(Aruba).

Fail OAuth2 Code
Request

oauth2_code_
fail|total

Count - Number of failed requests for OAuth2 code
(Aruba).

Auth Cookies cookies|total Count - Number of authentication cookies.

Fail Auth Cookies cookies_fail|total Count - Number of failed authentication cookies.

Col lection Objects

There are 11 collection objects in the "REST: Performance Metrics Monitor" Dynamic Application. All collection
objects have the same class type of Performance Gauge.



The Snippet Arguments field of each collection object's string includes two entries:

l The name of the metric to collect

l The aggregation type

The supported aggregation types for all metrics are: total, avg, max andmin.



Every collection object contains its corresponding presentation objects. The unit will depend on what type of
presentation object represents the data.

Snippets

The "REST: Performance Metrics Monitor " Dynamic Application includes snippet code that will retrieve the data
collected in the cache.



Alerts

This "REST: Performance Metrics Monitor " Dynamic Application contains five alerts that are enabled by default:

Alert Name Threshold Value Event Severity

REST: Error count 4xx exceeded Threshold 1 Major

REST: Error count 5xx exceeded Threshold 1 Major

REST: Error count Connection errors exceeded Threshold 1 Major

REST: Error count SSL errors exceeded Threshold 1 Major

REST: Error count timeout exceeded Threshold 1 Major



Appendix

E
Advanced Topics

Overview

The following sections provide advanced information that you can use when creating your PowerPack.

Pagination

Many APIs return data in groups called pages. The API or the caller specifies the maximum number of items that
can be returned at once. The API will then provide a method for retrieving the next page of items. When using
pagination, ScienceLogic recommends using large page sizes to reduce network requests. You should also use
sorting, if it is supported by the remote API. You should sort by the most stable identifier available, such as the ID. If
the order of results changes often, ScienceLogic recommends using explicit indexing.

A paginator's job is to look at the last request and generate the next request. Input includes:

l Last requested URL

l Last arguments to the Python requests library Pagination

l The resulting payload

l The page number

Output is a tuple with two values. You will see one of these tuples:

l Null, Null. In this case, do not make another request.

l URL, RequestArgs

Request arguments can be anything that is passed to the Python requests library. There are several special keys that
are used internally. Avoid using these.



l query

l methods

l http_body

l rest_monitor

The following two items can be enabled from the collect() function. If you combine the two, however, nothing
will be collected.

l no_network=true # ensures that no network request is made (rely on cache)

l no_cache=true # does not use cache

Registering a Paginator

def my_paginator(last_url, last_request_args, json_payload, page_number):

return None

with content_errors.ErrorManager(self):

with content_logger.LogManager(self) as logger:

app = AppCollector(self, snippet_id)

cobjs = app.get_collections(subs=subs)

collectors = app.get_collectors(cobjs)

# Register paginator for all protocol collectors

for collector in collectors:

collector.paginator_method = my_paginator

app.collect(collectors, **kwargs)

app.store(collectors)

# Paginator for finding the next token

from urllib import urlparse, urlunparse

def next_token_pager(last_url, last_request_args, json_payload, page_number):

req_args = dict(last_request_args)

url = urlparse(last_url)

qs = urlparse.parse_qs(url.query)



if 'nextPageToken' in json_payload:

qs['pageToken'] = json_payload['nextPageToken'];

url._replace(query=urlencode(qs))

return url.geturl(), req_args

# Use of paginator to go through a list of URL's

#argument: rest://duck.com?silo_args...

def multi_url_request(last_url, last_request_args, json_payload, page_number):

urls = ['http://yahoo.com', 'http://google.com', 'http://bing.com']

return urls[page_number], last_request_args

#apply like this:

for collector in collectors:

collector.paginator_method = multi_url_request

class MultiURL(object):

def __init__(self, url_list):

self.urls = url_list

def __call__(self, last_url, last_request_args, json_payload, page_number):

try:

return self.urls[page_number], last_request_args

except IndexError:

return (None, None)

#apply like this:

pager = MultiUrl(['http://yahoo.com', 'http://google.com', 'http://bing.com'])

for collector in collectors:



collector.paginator_method = MultiURL

Token-Based Authentication

Some APIs provide long-lived tokens that must be presented in the request header to authenticate. For APIs such
as these, modify your credential such that it includes the header with the token in the Headers section. See the
following figure for an example.

Customizing the API Endpoint

In some cases, you will need to modify the requested endpoint dynamically, based on such elements as parent
devices. You cannot modify the endpoint directly in the snippet argument nor in the credential. To solve the issue,
you can use the Substitution feature.

You can include as many substitutions as are needed in the snippet argument, as follows:

rest://<PROJECT_ID>/global/backendServices?maxResults=500&orderBy=name&silo_
args=jpath=$.items[?(@.selfLink=<SELF_LINK>)].backends[*].balancingMode

Then these substitutions are defined in the snippet code:

base_url = 'www.googleapis.com/compute/v1/projects'

kwargs = {'base_url': base_url}
subs = {"PROJECT_ID": ('unique_id', lambda uid: uid.split("/")[0]),



"SELF_LINK": ('unique_id', lambda uid: '"https://www.-
googleapis.com/compute/v1/projects/{0}/global/backendServices/{1}"'.format(uid.split
("/")[0], uid.split("/")[-1]))}

The substitutions are used at the various stages that are called in the REST snippet:

cobjs = app.get_collections(subs=subs)

...

app.collect(collectors, **kwargs)

Creating a Device Icon

One of the elements you can customize when creating your own REST-based PowerPack is the icon for your
device class. This section contains procedures for both the classic SL1 user interface and the new SL1 user
interface.

Creating a Device Icon (Classic User Interface)

A device icon must be no larger than 128 x 128 pixels and must be saved as a PNG file type. You can make any
image into an icon by setting the image size in a tool such as SnagIt Editor or PhotoShop.

To add and assign an icon to your SL1 system in the classic user interface: 



1. Open the Device Class Editor (System > Customize > Device Classes).

2. Click [Icons] to open the Device Icon Browser.

3. Click [Import] and select the file that contains the icon you want to import.

4. Click [Import]. The icon file is imported and saved.

5. Assign the icon to your device class.

a. Open the Device Classes browser (Devices > Device Classes).

b. Select the checkbox next to your device class.

c. Click [Assign Icon].



d. Click on the icon you want to select, and click [Select Icon].

e. The icon is assigned to the device class.

Creating a Device Icon (New User Interface)

A device icon must be no larger than 128 x 128 pixels and must be saved as an SVG file type. You can make any
image into an icon by setting the image size in a tool such as SnagIt Editor or PhotoShop.

To add and assign an icon to your SL1 system in the new user interface: 

1. Open the Device Class Editor.

l If you are running SL1 version 8.10, go to the Settings tab on the main menu bar, as shown, and
then click the Device Class tab.

l If you are running SL1 version 8.12 and higher, click the [Main Menu] button ( ) and go to
Devices > Device Classes.

2. Assign icon to a device class.



a. Click the Advanced Menu button ( ). A popup window appears with a selection of available icons.

b. If the icon you want to use appears in the popup window, click on the icon and click [Select Icon].

c. If your icon does not appear in the popup window, or if you have a custom icon to add, click [Add
Icon] instead. The following popup window appears.



1. Enter an Icon name in the space provided.

2. Browse for the icon file you want to add, or drop it into the window.

3. Click [Add Icon].

d. If the icon was added correctly, it will display next to the Device Class.
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provision shall be deemed severable from this agreement and shall not affect the validity and enforceability
of any remaining provisions. This is the entire agreement between the parties relating to the matters
contained herein.

In the U.S. and other jurisdictions, trademark owners have a duty to police the use of their marks. Therefore,
if you become aware of any improper use of ScienceLogic Trademarks, including infringement or
counterfeiting by third parties, report them to Science Logic’s legal department immediately. Report as much
detail as possible about the misuse, including the name of the party, contact information, and copies or
photographs of the potential misuse to: legal@sciencelogic.com



800-SCI-LOGIC (1-800-724-5644)

International: +1-703-354-1010
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